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Business Income 

SL. No Area of Challenge 

 

Issue Recommendations 

A.1 Deduction for Corporate Social Responsibility 

Expense as well as other expenditure incurred 

on account of the Covid-19 pandemic – Section 

37 of the Income Tax Act, 1961 (Act) 

 

Currently, expenditure incurred by a company 

towards Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

is not allowed as a business expenditure under 

section 37 of the Act.  

 

However, deduction under section 80G of the 

Act may be claimed against such expenditure (if 

applicable). 

Considering the Covid-19 pandemic, many 

companies have spent money in helping / 

serving the community / society which are in 

the nature of CSR.  

 

Further, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs has 

also issued various circulars/ notifications 

covering expenditure incurred on COVID-19 as 

CSR activity. 

It is recommended that either the entire 

amount or an appropriate proportion of 

expenditure incurred for helping / serving 

the community / society during Covid-19 

pandemic may be allowed as a deductible 

expenditure under section 37 of the Act. 

Appropriate reporting in the tax audit report 

may be considered for this purpose. 

Many companies have incurred expenditure 

towards the following: 

 Vaccination at office premises/ 

Reimbursement to employees of 

vaccination costs for himself or his family 

members / direct payment to hospitals for 

vaccination to employees and their family 

member; 

 Vaccination for contract employees / 

housekeeping and security staff; 

 Provision of medical equipment like 

oximeter, thermometers, oxygen 

concentrators, etc. to employees or his 

family members; 

 Ex-gratia payments to families of 

employees, contract employees, 

It is recommended that the expenditure 

incurred by a company towards  

(a) vaccination of its employees, contract 

employees, housekeeping and security 

staff as well as their families; 

(b) other expenditure on account of Covid-

19 such as hospitalization costs, provision 

of medical equipment, etc.; and 

(c) ex-gratia payments made on death of 

employees, contract employees, 

housekeeping and security staff,  
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housekeeping and security staff on the 

death of the employee (including contract 

employees, housekeeping and security 

staff) 

Press Release dated 25 June 2021 has been 

issued by the Ministry of Finance regarding the 

taxation of the amount received by an 

employee (from the employer) for medical 

treatment or ex-gratia payments received by 

family members on death of the employee due 

to Covid-19. However, no clarification has 

been provided pertaining regarding to the 

taxation of such payments in the hands of the 

employer. 

be treated as expenditure incurred towards 

welfare of employees and be allowed as a 

business expenditure. 

As an alternative, it is recommended that 

either the entire amount or an appropriate 

proportion of expenditure incurred for 

helping / serving the community / society 

during Covid-19 pandemic may be allowed 

as a deductible expenditure under section 

37 of the Act 

 
SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

A.2 Deduction in respect of employment of new 

employees – Section 80JJAA of the Act 

 

Currently, section 80JJAA of the Act is available 

for new employees – Employees with salary of 

more than INR 25,000 per month are not 

included for determining new employees. As per 

the Code on Wages, 2019, there is an increase 

in the minimum wages payable. Further, as per 

the Code on Wages, 2019, the definition of 

employee includes managerial and 

administrative persons. Therefore, as the 

employee includes managerial person, the limit 

 Considering the fact that the minimum wages 

payable has increased and also the definition 

of employee is widened by including 

managerial and administrative persons, the 

limit with respect to salary i.e. INR 25,000 

prescribed under section 80JJAA of the Act 

for claiming deduction will limit the ability of 

the company to claim deductions in respect 

of additional employees that have been 

added.  

 Increment in the ceiling will enable the 

enterprise to claim weighted deduction, 

To cover additional employees, it is 

recommended to increase the salary limit 

in order to widen the scope of deduction 

that a taxpayer can claim under section 

80JJAA of the Act. This is likely to reduce 

tax for the enterprise, which may be a 

minimal cost to the exchequer as 

additional employment could result in 

increment in individual income-tax 

collections. 
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of INR 25,000 per month may not be in 

accordance with the industry standards. 

enabling increment in cash flow, which may 

be utilized for meeting other funding needs. 

 
SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

A.3 Limit on interest deduction – Section 94B of the Act 

 

The inherent idea of thin capitalization provisions is 

to prevent shifting of profits outside India. Thus, it 

is pertinent not to disturb domestic debt scenarios 

for various sectors. The current provisions may 

affect domestic funding from third parties. 

Though section 94B of the Act provides for 

debt issued by a non-resident, proviso 

covers any lender and borrowings 

guaranteed by AE. Thus, loan provided by 

third party resident lender under guarantee 

from non-resident AE parent may also be 

covered. There is no outflow of interest 

payments to entity outside India. Further, in 

case of default, non-resident AE would pay 

funds to Indian third-party lender, thereby 

leading to inflow of funds. 

It is recommended that a clarification should 

be provided that domestic borrowings 

guaranteed by non-resident AE may not be 

covered. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

A.4 Consolidated or group taxation regime for 

infrastructure sector 

 

 Infrastructure players operating in Power and 

Road sector are necessitated to have multiple 

SPVs for each project due to various reasons 

such as regulatory compulsion, banker’s 

comfort, etc. 

 Having multiple SPVs for a single line of 

business results into inefficiencies and 

increased compliance burden. Further, the 

losses of one SPV cannot be set-off against 

profits of another SPV 

Taxation applies at SPV level which hinders 

among other things “ease of doing business” 

initiative of the Government, global 

competitiveness, and growth of infrastructure 

sector 

It is recommended that either of the below 

approach be adopted in order to boost 

infrastructure sector and relieve it from 

inefficiencies, administrative challenges and 

compliance burden: 

 Consolidated group tax filing approach – 

Group of wholly owned or majority-owned 

companies treated as a single entity for 

tax purposes and intra-group transactions 

are ignored for return filing purposes 

 Group taxation approach - Allowing the 

offsetting of losses incurred by one or 
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more group company against the profits of 

other companies in the group 

 
 

SL. No Area of Challenge Issues Recommendation 

A.5 Depreciation on Goodwill 

 

The Finance Act, 2021 introduced an 

amendment that goodwill (including existing 

goodwill) will be not be eligible for tax 

depreciation. Specifically: 

 If goodwill forms part of an asset block as on 

1 April 2020 on which tax depreciation has 

been claimed, then in such a case the asset 

block’s written down value (WDV) and short-

term capital gains on goodwill will be 

determined in a manner to be prescribed. 

 For acquired goodwill, cost of acquisition will 

be the purchase price (as reduced by tax 

depreciation claimed); for other cases of 

goodwill, it will be nil. 

 The amendment is proposed to be effective 

from financial year (FY) 2020–21. 

 

The Memorandum to the Finance Bill 2021 

provides the rationale for the proposed 

amendment and one of the arguments 

advanced in the Memorandum is:   

 

Goodwill is a depreciable asset 

 

 It may not be entirely correct to say that 

goodwill is not a depreciable asset. The 

premium effect of the transferor’s created 

value would reduce over a period of time 

and cease to exist eventually, as business 

is conducted by the acquirer post its 

acquisition.  

 The premium effect of the transferor’s 

created value would reduce over a period 

and cease to exist eventually, as business 

is conducted by the acquirer post its 

acquisition. Accounting standards, viz, the 

Accounting Standard (‘AS’) and Ind AS, 

recognize goodwill as an intangible asset 

and also provide for its amortization / 

impairment, as the case may be.  

 There are many intangible assets 

prescribed under section 32 of the Income-

tax Act, 1961 (Act), which like goodwill, 

appreciate or depreciate in its value over 

time.  

 Separately, the ‘goodwill’ attributable to the 

excess payment (premium effect) over 

 It is recommended that the above 

amendment excluding goodwill from the 

list of depreciable assets should be 

withdrawn.  

Even otherwise, depreciation on 

purchased / acquired goodwill where the 

seller is liable to pay / has paid taxes, for 

example in transactions involving slump 

sale of business or sale of goodwill 

simpliciter, should be allowed as a 

depreciable / amortizable asset in the 

hands of the purchaser. At the same 

time, there is no loss of revenue to the 

government as the seller must pay tax. 

It is therefore recommended that this 

specific kind of ‘goodwill’ (premium 

effect arising on acquisition of an 

enterprise on slump sale / 

amalgamation) be allowed to be 

amortised over a period of 4-5 years. 

 In case the above proposal is not 

accepted, the amendment should be 

made with prospective effect from AY 

2022-23 (i.e. FY 2021-22 and onwards). 
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‘It is seen that Goodwill, in general, is not a 

depreciable asset and in fact depending upon 

how the business runs; goodwill may see 

appreciation or in the alternative no depreciation 

to its value. Therefore, there may not be a 

justification of depreciation on goodwill in the 

manner there is a need to provide for 

depreciation in case of other intangible assets or 

plant & machinery.’ 

 

 

enterprise value in the books of the buyer 

represents payment for an asset which will 

give the buyer value over a long period of 

time. 

 This type of ‘goodwill’ (premium effect 

arising on acquisition of an enterprise on 

slump sale / amalgamation) can therefore 

be viewed as an asset, the value of which 

can be amortised over a period say 4-5 

years. 

 Even internationally there are countries 

which allow tax break on goodwill. For 

instance, countries such as USA, Indonesia, 

Luxemburg, Italy, Turkey recognise goodwill 

as an intangible asset and allow 

depreciation/ amortisation / impairment on 

goodwill. 

 

 It is recommended that the pre-existing 

goodwill in the block of assets as on 1 

April 2020 be grandfathered i.e. 

depreciation will not be withdrawn on 

goodwill which has arisen / been 

acquired prior to 1 April 2020. This 

means that it will not impact goodwill 

forming part of block of assets of FY 

2020-21 i.e. goodwill arising from pre-

existing transactions should be 

grandfathered.  

 It is recommended that suitable relief be 

granted for interest under section 234C 

for additional tax liability arising on 

account of reversal of depreciation claim 

on goodwill during FY 2020-21.  

 In case the above proposals are not 

accepted, it is recommended to issue a 

clarification that depreciation claimed 

prior to AY 2021-22 was allowable on 

goodwill. This will help settle litigation 

surrounding this issue in proceedings 

pending for previous years. 

No loss of revenue 

 

Depreciation on purchase of goodwill where 

the seller is liable to pay tax, for example in 

transactions involving slump sale of business 

or sale of goodwill simpliciter, should be 

allowed as a depreciable asset. None of these 

transactions are abusive in nature. At the same 

time, there is no loss of revenue to the 

government as the seller has to pay tax. Non-

allowance of depreciation on goodwill in the 

hands of the buyer goes against the principle 

of tax neutrality. 
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Amendment which have a retroactive effect will 

adversely impact the investment climate 

 

 Government has taken several steps in the 

recent past to remove uncertainty to 

taxpayers. Also, the government has 

categorically mentioned as its stated policy, 

it would not resort to amendments which 

retrospectively create tax liability. However, 

the manner in which the amendment has 

been proposed, not only impacts M&A 

transactions in general going forward, it 

impacts the transactions which have 

already been undertaken as depreciation on 

such acquired goodwill is being withdrawn 

from FY 2020-21. As this amendment 

effectively is a retroactive amendment. 

 In all M&A deals done in the past where 

goodwill was carried forward and 

depreciation thereon was claimed would 

now need to be rolled back and reworked 

for the last nine months. This will not only 

increase tax liability of such taxpayers but 

will also impact their EPS. 

 Being retroactive, it will be unfair to the 

taxpayers who have taken a position in their 

tax filing basis the SC decision in the case 

of Smiff Securities Limited [(2012)348 ITR 

302 (SC)] and will create a negative 

impression in the minds of the investor 

community. It will have a far-reaching 
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impact across the industry and affect the 

investor community adversely. 

 

Grandfathering benefit should be provided in 

respect of depreciation on goodwill for pre-

existing transactions 

 

 In order to ensure that there is no hardship 

to the taxpayer on account of transactions 

which have happened in the past, 

necessary grandfathering provision have 

been introduced in law. For example, 

GAAR, section 112A read with section 55 of 

the Act, India-Mauritius and India-Singapore 

tax treaty. 

 If depreciation on goodwill is proposed to be 

denied, it should not be made applicable to 

goodwill on transactions undertaken in the 

past i.e. before the proposed amendment. 

 

SL No Area of challenge Issues Recommendation 

A.6 Permitting work from home for employees of an 

SEZ units – Section 10AA of the Act 

 

 Units set-up under the Special Economic 

Zones (SEZ) are required to fulfil conditions 

that are laid down under the Special Economic 

Zone Act, 2005 (SEZ Act)/ the Special 

Economic Zones Rules, 2006 (SEZ Rules), in 

One of the ‘work from home’ policies that may 

be implemented is to allow the employees to 

work from a co-workspace and the SEZ unit 

would reimburse the cost for the same to the 

employee 

It is recommended that section 10AA of 

the Act should be amended or a 

notification / clarification should be 

issued to clarify that employees working 

from a co-working space under the ‘work 

from home policy’ implemented by an 

SEZ unit (subject to fulfilment of the 

conditions laid down under the SEZ Act/ 
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order to claim tax benefits under section 10AA 

of the Act. 

 The SEZ Act read with Instruction No. 85 dated 

2 August 2016, inter-alia, provides that 

employees of units set-up in an SEZ shall be 

eligible to ‘work from home’/ ‘place outside the 

SEZ’, subject to fulfilment of certain conditions. 

Further, the Instruction also states that SEZ 

units registered as Other Service Providers 

(OSPs) with the Department of 

Telecommunications (‘DoT’) availing the ‘work 

from home’ option shall be required to comply 

with the additional OSP guidelines issued by 

the DoT. 

 The OSP guidelines issued by the DoT provide 

that the option for ‘work from home’ shall be 

permitted for the employees of the OSP unit, 

subject to certain conditions. Recently, revised 

guidelines for OSPs dated 23 June 2021 have 

been issued by the DoT whereby the concept 

of ‘work from home’ has been extended to 

allow ‘Work-from-anywhere in India’, subject to 

certain conditions. 

 The DoT had issued various circulars for 

relaxing the terms and conditions for OSPs 

due to Covid-19 pandemic, which is currently 

extended upto 31 December 2021.  

 The SEZ units have been allowing their 

employees to ‘work from home’ OSPs due to 

Covid-19 pandemic. However, they are now 

SEZ Rules/ OSP guideline issued by 

DoT) shall not impact the SEZ unit from 

claiming the tax holiday benefit under 

section 10AA of the Act and the SEZ 

units will not be required to bifurcate 

between the total export turnover from 

the SEZ unit and the co-working space. 

Where employees of the SEZ unit are 

opting to work from a co-working space 

on their own accord, a deeming fiction 

should be inserted in law to treat the co-

working space as a ‘work from home’ or 

‘work from anywhere’, in line with the 

Instructions recently issued. 
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considering implementing a ‘work from home’ 

policy that can continue even after the 

lockdown/ restrictions due to Covid-19 are 

lifted. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

A.7 Limitation of interest deduction for NBFCs - Thin 

Capitalization 

 

The provision has introduced the limitation of 

interest deduction upto 30% of earnings before 

interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation 

(EBITDA) of borrower enterprise with respect to 

interest paid to its non-resident associated 

enterprises.    

 

The provision excludes banking and insurance 

companies from the ambit of this limitation.   

 Indian tax regime already has a well-

established transfer pricing regime which 

tests the bonafide and arm’s length pricing 

of related party transactions.   

 In addition, General Anti-Avoidance Rules 

(GAAR) have been introduced effective 

April 1, 2017 to ascertain whether an 

arrangement is an Impermissible 

Avoidance Arrangement which results in 

misuse or abuse of provisions of tax laws; 

lacks commercial substance, etc.  

 

Both the aforesaid regimes will anyways 

counter the cross-border shifting of profit 

through excessive interest payments.  Also, 

India is a developing nation with growing 

needs for capital infusion in form of debt. 

It is recommended to withdraw this provision 

to plug potential increase in tax litigation. 

 The interest expense which is not wholly deducted 

(due to limitation of cap) against income will be 

allowed to be carried forward and setoff upto 8 

assessment years to the extent of maximum 

allowable interest expenditure in that year.  

Non-banking financial company (NBFC) 

carries out functions akin to that of banks and 

is also regulated by Reserve Bank of India.  

 

For certain businesses, the breakeven 

period is higher compared to already 

With a view to provide level playing field, the 

exclusion granted to banking companies be 

extended to NBFCs. 

 

 It is recommended to grant indefinite carry 

forward of disallowed interest. 
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The provision does not provide computation 

methodology for 'Earnings before interest, taxes, 

depreciation and amortisation' (EBITDA).  

 

The provision expands the scope to include interest 

on debt issued by unrelated lender having 

underlying implicit or explicit guarantee by an 

associated enterprise to such lender or having 

corresponding or matching amount of funds 

deposited with such lender. 

established companies so there may be 

losses or reduced profits in initial years which 

may not absorb current period interest and 

set off brought forward interest of earlier 

years.  

 

Clarification required to ensure no 

unwarranted litigation on account of 

interpretation issues. 

 

In many instances, it is the commercial and 

regulatory factors which necessitate the debt 

to be guaranteed. 

 It needs to be clarified that EBITDA needs 

to be arrived as per books of accounts. 

 It is recommended that such interest 

guaranteed by related party be excluded. 

 

 

Business Loss 

 
SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

B.1 Carry forward of loss in the case of 

amalgamation of company not owning 

‘industrial undertaking’ – Section 72A of the 

Act 

 

 Under the existing provisions contained in 

section 72A of the Act, the benefit of carry 

forward of losses and unabsorbed 

depreciation is allowed in cases of 

amalgamation of a company owning an 

Benefit of carry forward of losses and 

unabsorbed depreciation not available in case of 

amalgamation of companies not owning an 

‘industrial undertaking’. 

 Consolidation of entities within an 

industry will help in rapid growth and 

generation of substantial employment 

opportunities and faster digitization, 

which will in turn aid with making India a 

competitive country for foreign 

investment. In order to promote such 

consolidations, it is recommended that 

the benefit under section 72A of the Act 

to carry forward of loss and depreciation 
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‘industrial undertaking’ or a ‘ship’ or a 

‘hotel’ with another company or a ‘banking 

company’ with a specified bank or ‘one or 

more public sector company or companies 

engaged in the business of operation of 

aircraft’ with one or more public sector 

company or companies engaged in similar 

business. 

 ‘Industrial undertaking’ is defined to mean 

any undertaking which is engaged in the 

manufacture or processing of goods, 

manufacturing of computer software, the 

business of generation or distribution of 

electricity or any other form of power, the 

business of providing telecommunication 

services, whether basic or cellular, 

including radio paging, domestic satellite 

service, network of trunking, broadband 

network and internet services, mining or 

the construction of ships, aircrafts and 

railway systems. 

 Generally, companies that fall within the 

meaning of an ‘industrial undertaking’ are 

capital intensive and have made huge 

investments at the time of set-up. However, 

there are various other capital-intensive 

industries such as Media/ Broadcasting 

and Entertainment industry, Real estate / 

Infrastructure industry, service sectors 

such as Telecom Infrastructure Service 

Provider and Direct to Home operators, 

on amalgamation should be extended to 

companies across all industries.  

 In any event, it is recommended that the 

scope of section 72A of the Act should 

be widened to include the other capital 

intensive sectors such as Media/ 

Broadcasting and Entertainment, real 

estate / infrastructure / capital intensive 

service sectors such as Telecom 

Infrastructure Service Provider and 

Direct to Home operators. 
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etc. which are not covered under this 

provision, since they do not fall within the 

meaning of an ‘industrial undertaking’. 

 Further, this provision was inserted when 

India was a capital-intensive country. 

However, now-a-days, most of the newer 

companies have adopted a capital light 

model. Further, the existing market players 

are also slowly shifting from a capital 

intensive to a capital light model. 

Therefore, it is essential that the provisions 

be relooked to motivate the modern-day 

industries, including service industries 

such as information technology enabled 

services, e-commerce, start-ups, financial 

sector, etc. 

 Additionally, there is an unprecedented 

increase in adoption of digital services 

such as payments, e-governance, e-

commerce and entertainment as well as an 

increase in start-ups/ smaller players in the 

market, which will necessitate 

consolidation for growth. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

B.2 Relaxation in conditions for carry forward of 

business losses in hand of amalgamated 

company – Section 72A of the Act 

 

Requirement for amalgamated company to hold 

3/4th of the book value of fixed assets of 

amalgamating company for a period of 5 years 

to be eligible for continuous carry forward and 

set-off of accumulated loss and unabsorbed 

It is recommended to reduce the threshold 

for the amalgamated company to hold 3/4th 

of book value of fixed assets of the 

amalgamating company to 1/4th of the book 

value of fixed assets of the amalgamating 
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 Under the existing provisions contained in 

section 72A of the Act, accumulated loss 

and unabsorbed depreciation can be 

carried forward and set-off in events of 

amalgamation, demerger, succession of 

firm etc. subject to satisfaction of certain 

conditions prescribed therein. 

 In the case of amalgamation of companies, 

in order to carry forward business losses 

and accumulated depreciation of 

amalgamating company by amalgamated 

company, one of the condition to be fulfilled 

by the amalgamated company is to hold 

3/4th of the book value of fixed assets of 

the amalgamating company for 5 years. In 

case of non-compliance, the set-off of loss 

or allowance of depreciation claimed shall 

be taxable in the hands of the 

amalgamated company. 

 This condition puts an undue restriction to 

high technology driven businesses 

including Telecom companies which are 

required to regularly upgrade their network 

infrastructure by investing into newer 

technology. The condition to hold 3/4th of 

book value of old fixed assets for a period 

of 5 years restricts the amalgamated 

company to dispose of old equipment 

resulting in carrying outdated and 

inefficient equipment. 

depreciation of amalgamating company by the 

amalgamated company. 

company. Further, it is also recommended 

to reduce the period of holding of the said 

book value of fixed assets of the 

amalgamating company from 5 years to 2 

years/ 3 years. The relaxation of this 

condition would also facilitate environment 

supporting digital India initiative of 

Government. 
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SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

B.3 Carry forward and set-off of losses in case of 

intra-group restructuring – Section 79 of the 

Act 

 

As per the provisions of section 79 of the Act, 

brought forward losses of a closely held 

company are not allowed to be carried forward 

and set off if there is a change of beneficial 

shareholding of more than 49%. 

 

There is litigation in cases of intra group re-

organization. There are rulings which have 

held section 79 of the Act ought not to apply in 

case ultimate parent remained the same. 

There are contrary rulings as well. 

Applicability to intra group re-organization where 

ultimate parent remains same. 

 It is recommended that amend section 

79 of the Act should not apply to intra 

group reorganization where the ultimate 

holding company of the assessee (i.e. 

private limited company) remains same. 

 It is also recommended to clarify who 

would be considered to beneficially hold 

the shares. 

 
Non-resident taxation 

 

SL No Area of challenge Issues Recommendation 

 C.1 Meaning of Significant economic presence - 

Section 9(1)(i) of the Act 

 

Finance Act 2018 amended section 9(1)(i) of the 

Act to provide that’ significant economic 

presence’ (‘SEP’) in India shall also constitute 

‘business connection’. Further, the term SEP 

was defined to mean: 

 In the amended definition, the term ‘digital 

means’ has been deleted and ‘with any 

person in India’ has been inserted, vis-à-vis 

the erstwhile definition. 

 The concept of SEP was introduced by the 

Finance Act, 2018 to bring within the tax 

ambit, the activities which are carried out by 

non-residents in India through digital 

means, in alignment with BEPS Action Plan 

 It is recommended that the erstwhile 

definition be restored to restrict the 

applicability of SEP to only transactions 

carried out through digital modes, as 

was the intent of the legislature at the 

time of introduction of SEP under the 

Act. 

 Further, in order to reduce ambiguity and 

possible litigation due to the same, it is 
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“Further, “significant economic presence” for this 

purpose, shall mean- 

1. any transaction in respect of any goods, 

services or property carried out by a non-

resident in India including provision of 

download of data or software in India if the 

aggregate of payments arising from such 

transaction or transactions during the 

previous year exceeds the amount as may 

be prescribed; or 

2. systematic and continuous soliciting of its 

business activities or engaging in interaction 

with such number of users as may be 

prescribed, in India through digital means.” 

 

Thereafter, the Finance Act 2020 amended the 

definition of SEP and deferred its applicability 

w.e.f. AY 2022-23. The amended definition of 

SEP is as under: 

“For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared 

that the significant economic presence of a non-

resident in India shall constitute "business 

connection" in India and "significant economic 

presence" for this purpose, shall mean— 

(a) transaction in respect of any goods, services 

or property carried out by a non-resident with 

any person in India including provision of 

download of data or software in India, if the 

aggregate of payments arising from such 

1. However, the new definition does not 

contain the said key term ‘digital means’, 

thereby covering all the modes, i.e. physical 

as well as digital, which does not seem to 

be the intent of the legislature at the time of 

introduction. 

 Further, there is no clarity regarding the 

persons who would be covered by ‘any 

person in India’ as the term is not defined. 

recommended to define the persons 

who would be covered by the term ‘any 

person in India’.  
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transaction or transactions during the previous 

year exceeds such amount as may be 

prescribed; or 

(b) systematic and continuous soliciting of 

business activities or engaging in interaction 

with such number of users in India, as may be 

prescribed in India through digital means” 

--  Finance Act 2018 amended the definition of 

‘business connection’ to include SEP in 

India, even in the absence of a physical 

presence. SEP would be applicable in case 

of non-residents, where transaction in 

respect of any goods, services or property 

carried out by such non-resident with any 

person in India, including provision of 

download of data, exceeds the prescribed 

threshold.  

 Considering the broad coverage of the 

concept of SEP and EQL, there is an evident 

overlap of the services covered under both 

the regimes. On a plain reading of the 

provisions, both the above regimes would 

give rise to double taxation, wherein on one 

hand EQL will be charged on the entire 

consideration received by the foreign entity, 

and on the other tax will be levied under the 

Act in case such entity constitutes SEP. 

Further, there could also be withholding tax 

impact by way of treating the sums received 

by the non-residents as royalty, FTS, etc. 

Overlap between the provisions of SEP, 

withholding tax and EQL. 

 It is recommended that the Government 

should bring clarity as to the interplay 

between SEP, EQL and withholding tax 

provisions. Lack of clarity could lead to 

prolonged litigation. 

 Further, it is recommended that the 

Government should specifically carve 

out exclusions for taxability under EQL 

or levy of withholding tax when SEP 

provisions are attracted. 
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-- Withdrawal of SEP provisions The progress on OECD Inclusive Framework 

proposals on Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 are at an 

advanced level.  There is line of sight on 

implementation by end of 2023.  The Multi-

lateral Convention is expected to be developed 

and signed by participating countries in 2022.  

Increasing number of countries are moving 

ahead with withdrawal of Digital Service Taxes 

(‘DSTs’) and relevant similar measures.  As 

per the recent Joint statement, Austria, France, 

Italy, Spain and UK have reached a political 

agreement with USA on providing credit for 

interim period against future tax liabilities to 

Multinational Enterprises (‘MNEs’) once the 

DST solution is implemented. In exchange, 

United States has agreed to terminate its 

proposed trade actions.  Further, SEP 

provisions increases the compliance burden 

for taxpayers. 

In order to improve ease of doing business 

in India and in the spirit of collaboration with 

other countries on implementing OECD 

inclusive framework proposals, it is 

recommended to withdraw SEP provisions.   

 
SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

C.2 Clarification on applicability of 

equalisation levy (EQL) on intra group 

transactions 

 

The intragroup transactions are B2B 

transactions and are generally subject to 

transfer pricing provisions. Such 

transactions may involve usage of 

electronic facility / platform. Such 

There is no clarity as regards applicability of 

equalisation levy on intra group transactions 

It is recommended that equalisation levy 

should not be chargeable in cases of 

intra group services [for e.g. services 

provided by an overseas group company 

to the Indian group company; transaction 

undertaken through email or internal 

ERP (which is not open to the public), 

etc.]. 
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transactions could be in the nature of 

normal import of goods by Indian group 

entities, intra-group transactions / cross 

charge for services such as HR, IT etc. 

C.3 Various recommendations regarding 

Equalisation Levy 

 

Clarifications on certain terms 

 In absence of a definition of the terms 

“digital facility”, “electronic facility” and 

“platform” or a clarification providing 

illustrations, there will be an ambiguity 

on the scope of EQL provisions 

 In case the terms are attributed their 

natural meaning, it could entail a very 

wide scope i.e. digital facility 

/electronic facility could be held to 

cover any communication by way of 

emails or calls or any other means 

using the internet 

 Such an interpretation could lead to 

covering the entire universe of 

suppliers of goods and services to 

India within the ambit of e-commerce 

operator. We understand that such is 

not the intention of the law 

There are no definitions of the terms “digital facility”, 

“electronic facility” and “platform” under the EQL 

provisions 

 The terms ‘digital or electronic facility’ 

be defined to mean mediums used in 

the context of mass communication / 

third party communication and not 

one to one correspondence through 

emails, text messages, telephone 

calls or intranet.  

 

 The term platform be defined to mean 

a website / app /internet facility that is 

used to host products /services for 

sale to consumers (B2C). 

-- Introduce method to determine person 

resident in India for the purpose of 

equalisation levy 

The e-commerce operator is unlikely to have the 

visibility whether a ‘person is resident in India’ or not as 

per the provisions of the domestic tax law.   

To avoid practical difficulties of the e-

commerce operators, it is recommended 
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 Given that the levy would also apply to 

B2C transaction, there would be 

practical difficulties with respect to 

implementation of the levy as the e-

commerce operator is unlikely to have 

the visibility whether a ‘person is 

resident in India’ or not as per the 

provisions of the domestic tax law. 

Therefore, it is important to provide 

clarity on these aspects. 

 GST law which provides for a 

comprehensive list of conditions to 

determine the location of recipient of 

service in the case of Online 

Information and Database Access or 

Retrieval (“OIDAR”) services should 

be helpful for equalisation levy as well. 

 Further, this issue could also arise in 

B2B transactions. For e.g.: if online 

supplies/ services are made to a 

foreign company which may later on 

be discovered to be resident in India by 

virtue of Indian Place of Effective 

Management (‘PoEM’) rules. Since the 

e-commerce operator would not have 

anticipated/ envisaged the same or 

would not have access to such 

information, implementation of levy in 

such scenarios would be precarious. 

to provide a clarification/ amend the law 

as under: 

 

a) Manner of identification of “person 

resident in India” - Individual  

 

It may be clarified that for the 

purpose of identification of 

residential status of an individual 

recipient of e-commerce supply or 

services, the method as provided in 

the GST law may be adopted  

 

b) Manner of identification of “person 

resident in India” – Non-Individual  

 

It may be clarified that for the 

purpose of identification of 

residential status of a non-individual, 

a declaration by such person may be 

relied upon  
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-- Rationalisation of provisions of EQL 

 

The Finance Act 2021 expanded the 

scope of online sale of goods and online 

provision of services to include one or 

more of the following online activities: 

a) acceptance of offer for sale; or 

b) placing of purchase order; or 

c) acceptance of the purchase order; or 

d) payment of consideration; or 

e) supply of goods or provision of services 

party or wholly 

Each of the aforesaid activity mentioned at Sr. Nos. ‘a’ 

to ‘d’ by itself will not lead to the completion of 

transaction. Only on completion of all the aforesaid 

steps can the supply of goods or services be said to 

have been delivered. 

It is recommended that the provision be 

amended to provide that only in case 

activity mentioned at Sr. No. ‘e’, is 

carried out online, the same should be 

considered as online sale of goods and 

services and the conditions mentioned at 

Sr. Nos. ‘a’ to ‘d’ be deleted. 

 Equalisation Levy is applicable at the rate 

of 2% of the amount of consideration 

received or receivable by an e-commerce 

operator from e-commerce supply of 

services. Further, Finance Act 2021 

expanded the scope of consideration 

received or receivable from e-commerce 

supply of goods or provision of services 

and shall include:  

a) consideration for sale of goods 

irrespective of whether e-commerce 

operator owns the goods; and  

b) consideration for provision of services 

irrespective of whether service is 

provided or facilitated by the e-

commerce operator 

 The e-commerce operators earn only commission 

income for facilitating the sale of goods or provision 

of services. As a result, the Equalisation Levy should 

be applicable on the commission income earned by 

the e-commerce operator. 

 There is no clarity on when equalisation levy is 

payable when income is recognized as per method 

of accounting followed by e-commerce operator. 

 Commercial arrangement between the parties may 

at times requires payment of advance and payment 

of refundable security deposit. However, the 

provision currently does not clearly specify the 

time/point of charging the equalisation levy unlike 

various provisions of the Act (illustratively 

withholding tax provisions). 

 It is recommended that only the 

commission earned by the e-

commerce operator be subject to 

Equalisation Levy 

 

 It is recommended to clarify that 

equalisation levy is payable when 

the income from the e-commerce 

supply or service is recognised by 

the e-commerce operator as per the 

method of accounting followed. 

 

 It is recommended to clarify that EQL 

shall not be applicable on 

consideration refunded back to the 

customer. Therefore, adjustments in 

same / subsequent quarters should 

be permissible. 
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 The Finance Act 2021 provided an 

explanation to section 163 of Finance Act, 

2016 to provide that the consideration 

received or receivable for specified 

services and consideration received or 

receivable for e-commerce supply or 

services, shall not include consideration 

which is taxable as royalty or fees for 

technical services in India under the Act, 

read with the tax treaty. 

In the absence of any specific exemption earlier, 

taxpayers to which Equalisation Levy is applicable 

would have paid tax on the royalty/ fees for technical 

services as well as Equalisation Levy on the said 

royalty/ fees for technical services. 

It is recommended that in case of 

taxpayers who have paid both 

Equalisation Levy and tax on royalty/ 

fees for technical services: 

 

a) The Equalisation Levy paid be 

allowed to be adjusted against the 

income tax liability of the taxpayer;  

 

b) Alternatively, the excess 

Equalisation Levy be refunded to the 

taxpayer. 

 There may be cases where the royalty or fees for 

technical services may not be taxable due to the 

provisions of the tax treaty. As a result, consideration 

received in respect of such supply of goods or provision 

of services, may still be subject to Equalisation Levy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) It is recommended that the scope of 

the exemption be expanded, so that 

consideration which is exempt from 

tax due to tax treaty provisions, is 

excluded from the scope of 

Equalisation Levy 

 

b) An exemption should also be 

provided from applicability of 

Equalisation Levy in relation to the 

transactions covered under the 

scope of Significant Economic 

Presence. 

-- Carve out of financial services from EQL 

  

There are various factors which distinguish the 

functioning of the financial services industry from the 

other sectors and thereby necessitates the need for a 

specific carve out from the scope of EQL. 

 Financial sector players are highly regulated. The 

regulators oversee the functioning of the financial 

Given the way the financial services 

entities operate in India and given that 

they in almost all cases are required to 

be both regulated and have a presence 

in India to operate in India, EQL should 

not apply to the financial services 
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services industry, clientele, sources of earning 

income, movement of funds within/ outside India, 

accounting and reporting requirements, etc.  

 For providing digital services, customers can be 

onboarded only after carrying out necessary due 

diligence, Know Your Customer (KYC) checks, Anti-

Money Laundering, etc. Thus, due to already existing 

extensive tax reporting obligations, the income from 

such services is appropriately recognised and taxes 

are discharged timely in the jurisdiction of the 

customers. 

 A large portion of the digital services rendered by 

offshore financial services entities are rendered to 

their Indian Group companies.  These are subject to 

GST (under the reverse charge mechanism) and in 

many cases even withholding tax.  A levy of EQL will 

further increase the cost of rendering services from 

India.  Further for banking entities given that only fifty 

percent credit is available for GST this is a significant 

cost increase.   

 Basis above, an exclusion has been provided by 

United Kingdom, France, Italy, Spain and New 

Zealand to financial services industry players from 

the levy of Digital Service Tax (equivalent of EQL) 

industry. This exclusion is especially 

relevant for financial organisations that 

have access to customers in different 

jurisdictions i.e. multinational financial 

institutions across the banking, asset 

management, insurance, etc. 

-- Challenges to ascertaining nexus based 

on IP address 

Attempt by a non-resident e-commerce operator to 

ascertain whether the underlying sale was done using 

IP address in India, is conflicting with the Privacy Laws 

of many countries, thereby leading to ‘impossibility of 

performance’ in the hands of the foreign e-commerce 

operator. 

It is recommended that the condition of 

IP address be removed from the factors 

for determining nexus for the purpose of 

EQL 
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-- Self -adjustment option for excess 

payment EQL 

As per the return format prescribed for the non-resident 

e-commerce operators ( Form No 1), excess payment 

of EQL is required to be claimed as a refund. However, 

there is no clarification/ guideline is issued regarding the 

process of calming refund. Further, there is no option 

given for furnishing the bank account details while filing 

the return with refund claim. We request you to note that 

the time gap provided for making the EQL payment is 

just 7 days for the first three quarters, and in the case 

of last quarter, non-resident e-commerce operators are 

required to deposit EQL by the last day of the quarter 

itself. Because of such a tight timeline, most of the time, 

payments are based on the estimate, resulting in 

excess/ short payment of EQL. 

 

In the case of excess payment, the only option given to 

non-resident e-commerce operators is to claim a 

refund. Claiming a refund is an administratively 

cumbersome and also time-consuming process. 

Given the same, we request you to issue 

the necessary amendment to enable the 

self-adjustment option in the case of 

excess payment of EQL. Under the self-

adjustment option, non-resident e-

commerce operators should be allowed 

to adjust the extra amount with 

subsequent period liability. 

-- Provide for protection from interest and 

penalty under the Act as well as EQL 

Following issues may arise on account of retrospective 

amendment: 

 

 Additional EQL liability for intermediaries or 

aggregators who discharged EQL on the net 

consideration received  

 Additional EQL liability for the e-commerce operator 

who adopted a view that EQL is restricted to digital 

goods and services alone 

 Income-tax liability to e-commerce operators who 

claimed exemption under section 10(50) of the Act 

with respect to royalty /  FTS income 

For these genuine cases, it should be 

explicitly clarified that no interest and 

penalty will be levied for additional 

income-tax or EQL or withholding tax 

liability arising pursuant to the 

retrospective amendments. 
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 Withholding tax liability to payers of royalty / FTS who 

did not deduct tax at source relying on section 10(50) 

of the Act exemption 

-- Withdrawal of EQL provisions The progress on OECD Inclusive Framework proposals 

on Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 are at an advanced level.  There 

is line of sight on implementation by end of 2023.  The 

Multi-lateral Convention is expected to be developed 

and signed by participating countries in 2022.  

Increasing number of countries are moving ahead with 

withdrawal of Digital Service Taxes (‘DSTs’) and 

relevant similar measures.  As per the recent Joint 

statement, Austria, France, Italy, Spain and UK have 

reached a political agreement with USA on providing 

credit for interim period against future tax liabilities to 

Multinational Enterprises (‘MNEs’) once the DST 

solution is implemented. In exchange, United States 

has agreed to terminate its proposed trade actions. 

In order to promote ease of doing 

business in India and in the spirit of 

collaboration with other countries, it is 

recommended to withdraw Equalization 

Levy with immediate effect or 

alternatively provide a credit mechanism 

similar to the Joint statement by EU 

countries. 

 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

C.4 Clarification for non-resident to file tax return – 

Section 139 of the Act 

 

 Currently, there is confusion on whether a non-

resident should file annual tax return in India, 

even if income is not taxable on account of Tax 

Treaty benefits 

 A clarification would settle the prevailing 

confusion around filing of annual tax return. 

Clarity for filing annual income-tax return in 

India, in a case where income is not taxable 

on account of Tax Treaty benefits 

It is recommended that an amendment be 

made to section 139 of the Act, wherein it 

clarifies that non-residents not having 

income taxable in India  either under the 

Act or under the tax treaty, should not be 

required to file return of income in India. 
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Further, this would allow the tax officer to 

evaluate the aspect of Tax Treaty eligibility 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

C.5 Applicability of 

General Anti 

Avoidance Rules 

(‘GAAR’) 

Overlap of GAAR with the Principal 

Purpose Test (‘PPT’) or the Limitation of 

Benefit/Relief (‘LOB’) clause in the 

existing tax treaty. 

 

In cases where the tax treaties already 

have the PPT or LOB provisions, 

subjecting the taxpayer to rigors of the 

anti-abuse provisions of GAAR also is 

cumbersome and not in favour of ease 

in doing business in India. 

GAAR provisions should not be applicable in the case where the existing tax 

treaty contains the PPT or LOB clause. GAAR provisions should be invoked 

only in rare instances where it is directly apparent from the documentation or 

behaviour of the taxpayer that the transactions have been designed to abuse 

the provisions of the Act for the evasion of tax; genuine transactions that may 

confer tax benefits should be kept out of the purview of GAAR.  

 

 

Overlap of GAAR with the anti-abuse 

provisions introduced in the Multilateral 

Instrument (‘MLI’). Excluding GAAR 

also when anti abuse provisions under 

the MLI are applicable would pave the 

way for a conducive economic 

environment and persuade the global 

multinationals to establish their footprint 

in India with clarity on the domestic tax 

laws prevalent in the country. Further, if 

suitable safeguards for invocation of 

PPT is not provided, it could alleviate 

widespread concern of the taxpayers 

that PPT will be invoked by the IRA 

GAAR provisions should not be applicable to transactions which are subjected 

to anti abuse provisions of the MLI. Further, it should be clarified that provisions 

of the MLI should not be resorted to take away the benefit of grandfathering 

granted in respect of income from transfer of investments made before 1 April 

2017.  

 

Also, it is recommended that suitable safeguards (similar to those present in 

GAAR provisions) should be put in place for invocation of PPT. 
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without satisfying the checks and 

balances as provided in the GAAR 

provisions. 

 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

C.6 Prosecution 

proceedings under 

section 276CC of 

the Act  

 

Section 276CC of the Act lays down prosecution in 

cases of failure to file the ITR within the due date.  

 

However, a non-resident may not file an ITR due to 

a non-taxable position adopted in cases of tax 

treaty applicability or where there is lack of clarity 

in the Act or where two views are possible. Further, 

Multinational companies are overall subject to 

regulatory provisions of their home country and 

have been compliant with provisions in spirit.  

There are several instances where positions are 

taken by such companies in view of treaty 

provisions or ambiguous interpretation under the 

Act, where two views of interpretation are possible 

or where the company provides bonafide etc.  

These are genuine cases and adverse proceedings 

like prosecution can act as a significant deterrent 

for multinationals to do business in India.  At most 

instances it is seen that cases that go up to higher 

appellate levels, the ratio of winning of the taxpayer 

is relatively at a much higher level.  Considering 

this, prosecution should not generally or casually 

be initiated.  It is an onerous proceeding and should 

It is suggested that prosecution proceedings must not be invoked 

in genuine cases of claims made in relation to non-taxability.  It is 

further suggested that parameters for identifying genuine cases 

should be introduced. 
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be reserved in rarest of rare cases where malafides 

are established beyond doubt. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

C.7 Consistent 

Corporate tax rate 

for domestic and 

foreign companies/ 

banks 

Foreign banks contribute significantly to the growth of the Indian 

economy by boosting international transactions and also 

increasing employment opportunities in the country. The 

growing Indian economy has benefitted by the sophisticated 

high-quality financial services offered by foreign banks due to 

their business model and range of product suite. Foreign banks 

have been innovative in identifying needs of corporates, creating 

products and have enabled Indian corporate client’s access to 

global markets. Branches of foreign banks are treated on par 

with Indian banks for nearly all matters and are subject to the 

same prudential regulations and norms. For income-tax 

purposes, the method for computation of business profits and 

taxable income is the same for both Indian and foreign banks. 

Domestic Indian banks have opted for a lower rate option @22% 

(plus surcharge and cess) under the tax laws. Similar lower tax 

rate option is not available to foreign companies creating 

significant disparity between Indian banks and Foreign Banks. 

Branches of foreign companies/ banks are taxed at the base rate 

of 40% (plus surcharge and cess).There should be parity in 

corporate tax rates for branches of foreign companies with 

domestic companies in line with global practice of corporate tax 

parity. Examples of countries with tax rate parity include all BRIC 

countries ex India, majority of OECD countries (e.g. UK, Japan) 

and countries like Singapore & Hong Kong. 

Akin to domestic companies/banks, branches of 

foreign companies/banks should be allowed an option 

to opt for base tax rate of 22%  
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SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

C.8 Removal of cap on 

deduction for head 

office expenses 

under Section 44C 

of the Act  

 

Section 44C was introduced in Income-tax Act, 1961 in 1970s to 

protect India’s tax base, particularly for the costs incurred 

outside India, with no specific mechanism under the Act to check 

related party transactions.   Under the present-day tax regime, 

sufficient checks are in place under the Act to assess any related 

party transactions.  Hence, a limitation on quantum of deduction 

is irrelevant and should accordingly be done away with. 

The present cap of 5% of tax profits on tax deduction 

for Head Office expenses should be removed 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

C.9 Interest payment by India 

branch to Head Office 

 

Finance Act 2015 

amended the law that the 

payment of interest by 

the India branch to the 

Head Office or any 

branch outside India 

shall be chargeable to 

tax in India and liable 

withholding tax in India.  

This amendment 

overrules the settled 

position taken by the 

Courts in various judicial 

precedents that such 

interest is not taxable in 

As Head Office and branch(es) are part of the same legal 

entity, the taxability of the intra-group interest income 

would be against the principle of mutuality. 

It is, therefore, recommended that the amendment 

regarding taxability of interest paid by India branch to 

Head Office be withdrawn.   
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India. Finance Act 2015 

amended the law that the 

payment of interest by 

the India branch to the 

Head Office or any 

branch outside India 

shall be chargeable to 

tax in India and liable 

withholding tax in India.  

This amendment 

overrules the settled 

position taken by the 

Courts in various judicial 

precedents that such 

interest is not taxable in 

India. 

 

 

 

Foreign Portfolio Investor (FPI) taxation 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

D.1 Availability of 5% tax rate on interest income 

arising to FPIs from units of business trusts 

(REITs and INVITs) – Section 2(42A), section 

115AD(1)(i)(A) and section 196D of the Act 

 

 Under section 115AD(1)(i)(A) of the Act, 

income arising to an FPI from “securities" 

[as currently defined under section 2(h) of 

 With the inclusion of units of business 

trusts in the definition of securities 

under section 2(h) of SCRA, the 

interest income arising to an FPI from 

such units would become taxable 

under section 115AD(1)(i)(A) of the 

Act. Since there is no consequent 

amendment proposed in section 

 It is recommended that a carve-out be 

provided in section 115AD(1)(i)(A) of the 

Act so that the interest income arising to 

an FPI from units and other instruments 

issued by business trusts (referred to in 

section 194LBA of the Act) would be 

taxable at 5%.  
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Securities Contract Regulations Act, 1956 

(‘SCRA’)] is taxable at 20%. Prior to 

Finance Act 2021, units of business trusts 

were not included in the definition of 

“securities” under section 2(h) of SCRA. 

Accordingly, interest income arising from 

such units to an FPI was not taxable as 

income from ‘securities’ and was instead 

separately taxable under section 

115A(1)(a)(iiac) of the Act at the rate of 5%. 

Likewise, under section 194LBA of the Act, 

the tax withholding on such income is also 

prescribed at 5%.  

 The Finance Act, 2021 has amended 

section 2(h) of SCRA whereby units or any 

other instruments issued by business trusts 

would be included in the definition of the 

term “securities” under section 2(h) of 

SCRA. 

 In terms of the first proviso to the existing 

section 2(42A) of the Act, the holding 

period threshold to classify a capital asset 

as long term / short term is 12 months 

(instead of 36 months) in the case of 

following assets:  

a) Security (other than a unit) listed on a 

recognized stock exchange in India  

b) Unit of Unit Trust of India (UTI)  

c) Unit of equity oriented mutual fund  

d) Zero coupon bond 

115AD of the Act to carve out taxability 

of interest income arising to an FPI 

from units and other instruments 

issued by business trusts, an FPI 

would be subject to tax at the rate of 

20% on such interest income instead of 

the tax rate of 5% applicable prior to 1 

April 2021. 

 There is a specific exclusion of “unit” 

from listed securities in the proviso to 

section 2(42A) of the Act and only a 

specific class of units (of UTI and that 

of equity oriented mutual funds) are 

separately mentioned, thus excluding 

units of business trusts from the benefit 

of a lower holding period threshold of 

12 months. This is despite the fact that 

such units are listed on a recognized 

stock exchange in India and are 

subject to Securities Transaction Tax 

(STT), being the main reasons why 

listed securities are given the benefit of 

a lower holding period threshold of 12 

months for classification as a long term 

capital asset. So, despite the inclusion 

of units of business trusts in the 

definition of “securities” under section 

2(h) of SCRA, in the absence of an 

amendment in the first proviso to 

section 2(42A) of the Act, the holding 

period threshold for (listed) units of 

 It is recommended that a carve-out be 

provided in section 196D of the Act to 

prescribe a 5% tax withholding on 

interest income payable to an FPI from 

units and other instruments issued by 

business trusts.  

 It is recommended that the units of 

business trusts be specifically mentioned 

in the proviso to section 2(42A) of the Act 

so that they can also be classified as 

long-term capital assets if held for a 

period of 12 months. 
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business trusts continues to be 36 

months instead of 12 months. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

D.2 Distribution tax on buyback 

 

The distribution tax on buyback results in a tax 

liability for corporates without considering the 

total income, tax status and residence of a 

shareholder. Effective April 2020, the dividend 

distribution tax has been abolished and the 

dividends are now taxable in the hands of 

investor. However, the distribution tax on 

buyback still continues. 

The distribution tax regime also does not 

provide for a corresponding credit of taxes 

to the shareholders. In particular, non-

resident shareholders are generally not 

able to claim a lower rate of tax on the 

receipt of income (in accordance with a 

tax treaty) or claim a credit for the 

distribution tax in their home country. This 

results in economic double taxation of the 

same income in the hands of different 

taxpayers. 

It is recommended that distribution tax on 

buybacks be abolished and the income 

earned on the said buyback be taxed in the 

hands of shareholders as capital gains tax 

(in line with abolition of dividend distribution 

tax). 

 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

D.3 Cost of shares to be averaged out between 

original and bonus shares 

 

Currently, sale of bonus shares by a 

shareholder results into the entire sale 

proceeds being taxed as capital gains, in 

absence of any provision to allocate cost to 

bonus shares so received. 

In a scenario where a shareholder suffers 

a long term loss on sale of its original 

holding and a short term gain on sale of 

bonus shares, the shareholder would 

need to pay full tax on short-term gains 

arising from sale of bonus shares even 

though he hasn’t really made any capital 

gains. 

It is recommended to amend the current tax 

law to provide that upon receipt of bonus 

shares the cost of original shares should be 

averaged out between the original shares 

and the bonus shares. 
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Alternative Investment Fund (AIF) taxation 

SL No 
Area of 

concern 
Issues Recommendation 

E.1 Pass 

Through 

status to 

Category 

III AIFs 

 Capital gains arising from transfer of investments held by 

Category I and II AIF is taxable in the hands of investors 

as Category I and II AIF (set-up as a trust, LLP or 

corporate) is considered as a pass-through vehicle under 

the Act.  

 On the other hand, while Category III AIF is not accorded 

specific pass-through under the Act, one may have to rely 

on trust tax provisions under the Act to obtain a tax pass 

through which is highly complex and has ambiguities that 

can lead to litigation. Accordingly, Category III AIF (set-

up as a trust) may opt to pay tax on capital gains either in 

its own Permanent Account Number (PAN) or PAN of its 

investors.  

 Globally, the tax treatment of capital gains presents 

perhaps the most complex issue in designing a tax regime 

for investment funds. Capital gains may arise at the fund 

level when the investment fund sells shares of its 

underlying investments, or at the investor level when the 

investor sells his or her interest in the investment fund, or 

at both levels.  

 

 For countries that do not tax capital gains, the 

potential for two levels of gain raises no additional 

problems. For example, funds may follow the 

German/French model of taxing only gains on 

substantial participations (generally 10% or more) 

since the regulatory constraints on investment funds 

 Similar to Category I and II AIFs, Category III AIFs should 

be provided a Pass-through status for tax purposes. 

Accordingly, the investors will discharge taxes at the tax 

rates applicable to them. It is recommended to implement 

an investor level taxation regime for Category III AIFs with 

the following features: 

a) Short term capital gains (‘STCG’) on transfer of units 

(whether by way of redemption or otherwise) of equity-

oriented investment fund to be taxed at 15 percent; 

b) Long term capital gains (‘LTCG’) on transfer of units 

(whether by way of redemption or otherwise) of equity-

oriented investment fund to be taxable at 10 percent; 

c) In case of transfer of units (whether by way of 

redemption or otherwise) of a Category III AIF (other 

than an equity oriented investment fund), STCG to be 

taxable at maximum marginal rate and LTCG to be 

taxable at 20 percent (in case of residents) and 10 

percent (in case of non-residents); 

d) Any income distributed by a Category III AIF out of 

income received by it shall be taxable in the hands of 

investors as Income from Other Sources at applicable 

rates; 

e) Cost step to be provided for the secondary purchase 

of units by the investors; 

f) All of the above tax on investors would be paid by way 

of tax deducted at source (‘TDS’) at the fund level; 
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would presumably require sufficient dispersion of 

investment so that no one investor’s share in an 

investment by the fund would constitute a substantial 

participation.  

 

 While, this benefit can be availed for portfolio 

investments, such benefit can be denied in case 

of strategic investments exceeding 10 percent of 

the shareholding of Investee Company. For 

example, in case the sponsor of Category I or II 

AIF is a German entity which undertakes strategic 

investment in AIF, then it will be difficult to avail 

this benefit.  

 

 For a tax system that taxes capital gains, the potential 

however exists for the government to collect too much 

or too little tax. A system can collect too much tax on 

capital gains if an investment fund realises a gain on 

the sale of an enterprise's shares and an investor 

realises a gain on the sale of his or her interest in the 

investment fund unless there exists a mechanism for 

the investor to receive credit for tax paid at the fund 

level.  

 

 For example, the United Kingdom (UK) allows 

Foreign Tax Credit (FTC), subject to limitations, 

for foreign taxes of a nature similar to the income 

or corporation tax. In such cases, the onus is on 

the investor to prove the foreign tax paid on the 

AIF income. Also, UK individual income tax limits 

FTC by the types of income taxed separately in 

g) Category III AIFs shall not be subject to any tax on 

income / gains arising from their investments in 

underlying securities. 

 Further, there are no express provisions under the Act 

which provide that once the income arising at the trust level 

is assessed to tax in the hands of the trustee, it cannot be 

assessed again in the hands of the beneficiaries 

(investors). 

 Since the taxes are generally discharged by a Category III 

AIF at the AIF level, clarity should be provided to exempt 

investors of Category III AIF from taxation on the same 

income. In this regard, an exemption can be introduced 

under section 10 of the Act or clarity may be provided by 

issuance of a notification/circular by CBDT. 
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the UK system. For example, foreign taxes 

incurred with respect to trading income are 

limited separately from foreign taxes incurred 

with respect to investment income. This could be 

another challenge for UK investors in Category III 

AIF which may earn trading or business income 

from derivative transactions. 

 Some countries do not tax persons whether 

resident of that country or not, except on income 

considered to be from sources in that country or 

remitted to that country. Those countries tend to 

allow FTC only to residents and only with respect 

to taxes imposed on the income subject to tax in 

the home country. For example, Singapore 

grants FTC only to residents and only with 

respect to income taxed in Singapore. 

 

Tax deducted at source (TDS) and Tax collected at source (TCS) 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

F.1 Applicability of the provisions of section 197 of 

the Act to section 194-Q of the Act 

 

 Currently, section 194-Q of the Act is not 

covered within the ambit of section 197 of 

the Act for obtaining nil/lower withholding 

tax certificate.  

 In terms of section 194-Q of the Act  read 

with the Circular No. 13 of 2021 dated 30 

June 2021, if TCS is collected by the seller 

 Taxpayers may have situations 

wherein they may have losses or 

circumstances which otherwise do not 

justify tax withholding at 0.1% and 

hence an option should be made 

available to these taxpayers to apply 

for a nil withholding tax certificate. 

 Even otherwise, in some cases, the 

utility companies may either be a pass 

through-vehicle or may be a loss 

It is recommended that section 194-Q of the 

Act should be added in sub-section (1) of 

section 197 of the Act to enable taxpayers to 

obtain nil withholding tax certificate. 
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before the buyer deducts TDS under 

section 194-Q of the Act, such transaction 

would not be subject to be tax deduction 

again by the buyer. 

making entity which would not want to 

block funds through tax withholding 

and hence an option should be made 

available for a nil withholding for these 

companies too. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

F.2 TDS on purchase of goods – Section 194Q of 

the Act 

 

 The Finance Act, 2021 inserted a new 

section 194Q of the Act to provide that any 

person responsible for paying to any 

resident for purchase of goods shall deduct 

tax at source at the rate of 0.1% of such 

sum exceeding INR 50 lakh in the FY. 

Further, in case of non-furnishing of PAN, 

TDS shall be applicable at the rate of 5%. 

Further, the said amendment is applicable 

from 1 July 2021 onwards. 

 Further, this provision overlaps with section 

206C(1H) of the Act which provides for 

TCS on purchase of goods. However, the 

memorandum to the Finance Bill, 2021 

clarified that in a case a transaction falls 

within the ambit of TCS under section 

206C(1H) of the Act as well as TDS under 

the newly proposed section 194Q of the 

Act, then on that transaction only TDS 

 The section does not specify whether 

the limit of INR 50 lakh shall be 

determined inclusive or exclusive of 

Goods and Services Tax (GST). 

 The meaning of the term ‘Goods’ has 

not been defined. 

Further, whether ‘securities’ would 

come within the ambit of ‘goods’. In this 

regard, the Central Board of Direct 

Taxes (CBDT) had issued circular No. 

17 of 2020 dated 29 September 2020, 

in the context of the tax collected at 

source (TCS) under section 206C(1H) 

of the Act, wherein it was clarified that 

section 206C(1H) of the Act shall not 

apply on sale of listed securities 

transacted on recognized stock 

exchanges. However, the circular is 

silent on applicability of section 

206C(1H) of the Act on unlisted 

securities and also on sale of listed 

securities off market. Hence there is 

 It is recommended that section 194Q of 

the Act be suitably amended to keep sale 

transaction relating to any kind of 

securities (both listed as well as unlisted) 

outside the ambit of section 194Q of the 

Act. 

 As is the case with other TDS sections, it 

may be clarified that the limit of INR 50 

lakh is exclusive of GST.  

 Similar clarifications as issued in case of 

amendment under section 206C(1H) of 

the Act should be provided for e.g. 

applicability on transactions carried out 

through stock exchange, fuel supplied to 

non-resident airlines, etc. 

 Further, as in the case of section 

206C(1H) of the Act, non-resident buyer 

be kept out of purview of section 194Q of 

the Act.  

 It is also recommended to clarify that 

once a transaction falls within the 

purview of section 194Q of the Act 
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under section 194Q of the Act shall be 

carried out. 

ambiguity on applicability of the section 

206C(1H) of the Act for such securities. 

Similar ambiguity exists in the 

proposed section 194Q of the Act. 

 Further, the meaning of ‘buyer’ has 

also not been defined. In view thereof, 

non-resident buying goods exceeding 

INR 50 lakh may also be liable to 

withhold tax leading to increased 

compliance for them to obtain PAN, 

TAN and file withholding tax returns in 

India.  

 While the memorandum to the Finance 

Bill, 2021 clarifies that section 194Q 

will prevail over the TCS provision 

under section 206C(1H) of the Act, 

there is no clarity on whether the seller 

may be considered as an assessee in 

default for not collecting TCS, in cases 

where the buyer does not deduct TDS, 

even though the transaction falls within 

the ambit of section 194Q of the Act. 

(irrespective of whether the buyer 

actually deducts TDS or no owing to the 

threshold prescribed under section 194Q 

of the Act or otherwise), the provisions of 

section 206C(1H) of the Act do not apply, 

and the seller cannot be considered as 

an assessee in default for not collecting 

TCS on such transactions. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

F.3 TCS applicability on unlisted securities 

(including shares) and off-market transactions 

in case of listed securities – Section 206C(1H) 

of the Act 

 

 Having regard to the intention with 

which the section is introduced and 

considering that share sale 

transactions gets tracked/ reported 

under various existing provisions of the 

It is recommended that CBDT amend the 

section suitably to keep sale transaction of 

any kind of securities outside the ambit of 

section 206C(1H) of the Act. 
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 Section 206C(1H) of the Act was 

introduced by the Finance Act, 2020 with 

the objective of widening and deepening 

the tax net and bring to tax those 

transactions which otherwise escape 

getting reported. Accordingly, every seller 

is required to collect tax at source (‘TCS’) 

on the consideration received from buyer 

pursuant to sale of goods provided that 

such consideration exceeds fifty lakhs in 

the previous year.  

 While the section provides requirement to 

collect TCS pursuant to sale of goods, it 

does not define what constitutes ‘goods’ 

and whether ‘securities’ would come within 

the ambit of ‘goods’.  

 Circular No. 17 of 2020 dated 29 

September 2020 issued by the CBDT in 

this regard, has clarified that section 

206C(1H) of the Act shall not apply on sale 

of listed securities transacted on 

recognized stock exchanges. However, the 

Circular is silent on applicability of the said 

section on unlisted securities and also sale 

of listed securities off market.  

 Since shares/ other securities which are 

dematerialized are transacted through 

demat accounts, such demat accounts is 

linked to Permanent Account Number 

(‘PAN’) of the seller/ buyer. Further, with 

respect to unlisted securities not 

Act, extending the applicability of 

section 206C(1H) of the Act to share 

(as well as other securities) sale 

transactions increases the compliance 

burden of the seller and buyer over and 

above the existing compliances.  

 Further, collecting tax on exempted 

transaction (based on tax treaty) will 

increase the compliance burden for 

seller as well as buyer (in terms of filing 

related returns, claiming refund etc.) 

with no real purpose. 
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transacted through demat accounts, the 

Act already mandates quoting of PAN in 

the securities purchase agreement (rule 

114B(6) of the Rules). Hence, if the tax 

department would want to track these 

transactions, there is already a trail 

available to track this. 

 Further, if transaction is exempt under the 

tax treaty, no withholding is required under 

section 195. However, on a literal reading, 

such exempt transactions are subject to 

section 206C(1H) of the Act and tax is 

required to be collected from buyer. 

 Further, the Act prescribes reporting 

mechanism under section 195 of the Act in 

relation to transactions between non-

residents/ between non-resident and 

resident (in Forms 15CA and 15CB), 

thereby, information relation to such sale of 

share will be available with the tax 

department. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

F.4 Exemption from TCS to certain category – 

Section 206C(1G) and section 206C(1H) of 

the Act 

 

 In view of section 196 of the Act, no taxes 

are required to be deducted payment is 

Section 206C(1G) and section 206C(1H) 

of the Act has no exemption from tax 

collection in case of RBI, exempt statutory 

corporation, and mutual funds. 

 It is recommended that exempted 

category provided in section 206C(1G) 

and section 206C(1H) of the Act by way 

of exclusion of certain buyers from the 

meaning of buyers should also include 
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made to Government, RBI, exempt 

statutory corporation, and mutual funds.  

 While section 206C(1G) and section 

206C(1H) of the Act exempts tax collection 

in the case of Government, it does not 

specify similar exemption for RBI, exempt 

statutory corporation, and mutual funds. 

RBI, exempt statutory corporation, and 

mutual funds. 

 Alternatively, section 196 of the Act can 

be amended to specify that no taxes are 

required to be deducted or collected in 

respect of persons mentioned therein. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

F.5 Increasing TDS threshold applicable on 

insurance commission under section 194D of 

the Act 

 

Currently, tax is required to be deducted at 

source if the commission payments exceed 

INR 15,000 during a year. 

 

The threshold limit for deduction of tax at 

source under section 194D of the Act be 

increased from INR 15,000 to INR 

100,000. 

Most of the insurance agents (mainly 

individuals) are in the low-income bracket. 

Thus, increasing the threshold from INR 

15,000 will not only reduce administrative 

burden on the tax department in processing 

refunds, but also increase disposable 

income in hands of the agents. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

F.6 Simplifying procedure for 

obtaining lower deduction 

certificate 

The process of filing a lower deduction 

certificate application is a long process and 

involves submission of several document 

and subsequent follow up with the tax 

officers in person. 

To facilitate ease of doing business and 

help taxpayers especially MSMEs to obtain 

lower deduction certificates especially in 

the early years when the businesses may 

Simplify the documentation requirement for applying a lower 

deduction certificate. Also, metrics such as past year losses 

incurred by taxpayer can be taken into consideration for issuing 

lower deduction certificate. 

   

Alternatively, CBDT can consider introduction of a scheme for 

issue of certificates on self-certification basis pursuant to a pre-

defined criteria. 
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be incurring losses, it is essential to obtain 

a lower deduction certificate to ease the 

cash flow impact on account of 

accumulated TDS credits.   

 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

F.7 Simplification of TDS on 

all services and 

Consolidation of related 

TDS Sections 

 Several domestic TDS sections create 

operating hassles. 

 Errors in classification of payments & 

differential rates causing litigation  

Reduction in litigations in terms of classifications. TDS is a 

compliance which impacts all sectors of business. A lot of energy 

gets consumed in tracking payments based on various sections 

of TDS such as 194I, 194J, 194C, 194A etc. and compliance 

related to each section such as challan, returns forms etc. It is 

proposed if the structure can be simplified by consolidating 

certain TDS sections. 

 

Alternatively, majority TDS today is close to 5% only. Hence 

making domestic TDS as uniform will not harm the interest of 

government. GST has already been implemented where various 

goods and services are already considered as same. Hence, 

considering domestic services / contracts & interest at par will 

not be detrimental to the interest of ITD. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

F.8. Clarity in provisions 

relating to TDS 

under section 194-

O 

Section 194-O provides for levy of taxes on the gross amount 

of sales or services for which amount is remitted by the e-

commerce operator to the e-commerce participant. The 

provisions are currently widely worded i.e. amount of sales 

has not been defined in terms of what relevant items it should 

include. In case of sales of goods, sales returns are very 

It may be clarified that Sales returns or cancellations 

shall be excluded while computing the ‘gross 

amount’ for the purpose of section 194-O of the Act 

and the withholding applies to the net amount of 

sales, similar to GST.   
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common in both retail and wholesale scenarios.  In categories 

like fashion merchandise, the returns can be as high as 25% 

of the sales.  TDS on gross level adversely affects the working 

capital of the e-commerce participant.  The provisions of Tax 

Collection at Source (‘TCS’) on e-commerce operators under 

Goods and Services Tax (‘GST’) specifically provides for a 

reduction of “taxable supplies returned to the suppliers 

through the e-commerce operator” from the sales value to 

arrive at the ‘net value of taxable supplies’ on which the 

provisions of TCS are applicable.  The suggested change 

aligns the TDS provisions on par with GST provisions for 

sales returns.   

--  Further, in addition to the sale of the goods or service, 

incidental charges such as delivery or transport charges, 

packing charges, gift wrap charges, convenience fee, etc. are 

charged by sellers to customers and form part of the invoice 

raised by the sellers. The incidental charges such as delivery, 

packing etc. charged to end customers by e-commerce 

participants represent the actual expenses incurred for 

availing services from the e-commerce operator.  

Accordingly, such incidental charges should not be subjected 

to TDS. 

It may be clarified that such charges incidental to the 

sale of the goods or service do not fall within the 

ambit of section 194-O of the Act and shall be 

excluded while computing the ‘gross amount’ for the 

purpose of section 194-O of the Act, provided, the 

same is separately shown on the invoice. 

--  For the purpose of other provisions of TDS under the Act, a 

CBDT circular already clarifies that wherever the component 

of GST on services is indicated separately in an invoice for 

payment, tax shall be deducted at source on the amount 

excluding such GST. 

It may be clarified that circulars and general 

clarifications pertaining to other withholding tax 

provisions should apply to section 194-O of the Act 

as well.  These would include the clarification that 

TDS should not apply on the GST component of the 

invoice, where separately shown on the invoice. 

--  As per the provisions of section 194-O an exemption of INR 

5 lakhs is provided to Individual and HUFs on the gross sales 

in a financial year. However, once the amount exceeds INR 

It is requested that the exemption threshold for TDS 

deduction be increased to at least INR 40 lakhs for 

individuals and HUFs, aligned with the threshold for 
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5 lakhs, TDS is required to be deducted on the entire amount 

during the financial year.   

In the context of an online marketplace, it is inherently 

difficult, at the start of the year, to forecast whether the 

cumulative sales of a particular small and medium seller will 

cross INR 5 lakhs during the year and start applying TDS from 

the first sale itself – also, given increasing digitization, a lot of 

new small and medium sized sellers are getting on boarded 

which will amplify this situation and impact these sellers. An 

interest of @1% per month will also be unfairly triggered on 

deducting TDS for the sales below INR 5 lakhs once the sales 

cross INR 5 lakhs.   

GST registration prevailing in majority of the states.  

Further, it may be clarified that the withholding tax 

under section 194-O for individuals or HUFs, being 

e-commerce participants shall apply only on the 

incremental amount exceeding the minimum 

threshold during the financial year. 

--  The proposed levy covers sale of all goods and services 

through digital or electronic means. Since the term ‘goods’ is 

not defined and services is defined in an inclusive way, pre-

paid instruments such as gift cards, which are essentially 

money’s equivalent, may be inadvertently interpreted to be 

covered. Pre-paid instruments represent only a form of 

payment.  Accordingly, it is essential to clarify that the TDS 

provisions do not apply.   

It may be clarified that pre-paid instruments (such 

as gift vouchers etc.) are excluded from the 

definition of goods and services. 

--  Many Indian businesses use e-commerce channels to export 

products outside of India.  TDS under section 194-O will add 

to the working capital burden of the e-commerce participant 

who usually operate on very thin margins.  India has exported 

products worth $60 billion  through the ecommerce channels 

in 2020. The opportunity for MSME sector is $300 billion and 

is a welcome step towards reducing the trade deficit of India. 

Also, E-Commerce plays an integral role in growing exports 

from India and Government is evaluating new measures to 

boost exports from India through online channels. Given this 

vision of the Government to promote exports, TDS under 

It may be clarified that provision of section 194-O will 

not apply when the e-commerce operator facilitates 

sale of goods or services by a resident seller to a 

customer outside India i.e. only sales to customers 

in India are covered under the provisions. 
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section 194-O will add to the working capital burden of the e-

commerce participant and thereby reducing his competitive 

advantage vis-à-vis other countries. This would only 

negatively impact the growth of the export sector for India. 

--  E-commerce operators are required to report lakhs of 

transaction for thousands of sellers in the quarterly e-TDS 

returns which is an onerous exercise due to the quantum of 

transactions.   

Reporting lakhs of transactions in the e-TDS returns is 

challenging and time consuming due to the sheer volume of 

transactions. NSDL and TRACES websites are unresponsive 

at times. Reconciliations to be carried out by e-commerce 

operator before filing the e-TDS returns is challenging due to 

the quantum.  Further, issuing TDS certificates with 

disclosure of all transactions is a cumbersome exercise. 

The reporting requirements can be relaxed allowing 

e-commerce operators to report a monthly-

consolidated entry to report all transactions during 

the month by a seller. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

F.9 TDS under Section 194-IA Section 194-IA was inserted in Finance Act 2013 as per 

which the purchaser/transferee of any immovable 

property has to deduct TDS before making the payment 

to the seller / transferor. 

Banks have been selling properties under Securitisation 

and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and 

Enforcement of Securities Interest (SARFAESI) Act, 

2002 as a normal course of business.  Such sales are 

executed by the bank and documents are signed by the 

bank as a seller / transferor of immovable property. Now 

w.e.f. 1-Jun-2013 the buyers deduct tax under Section 

194-IA on such sale of immovable property which have 

Such transactions undertaken under 

SARFAESI Act should be exempted from 

TDS. 
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been made under SARFAESI Act and report the TDS 

as the bank's income. 

A blanket TDS exemption under Sec 196 to Banks will 

facilitate a hassle-free administrative mechanism. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

F.10 Extension of sun-set clause 

under Section 194LC and 

194LD 

Currently, both these sections have a sunset clause of 

30 June 2023.  The benefit of the concessional 

withholding tax has been appreciated by the foreign 

investing community who has invested heavily into 

Indian debt market making full use of the aggregate 

government debt investment limit for foreign portfolio 

investors.  To retain the attractiveness of Indian bonds 

for foreign investors and align consistency in interest 

payments to foreign investors irrespective of the 

currency of loan or interest payments i.e. Indian Rupees 

or Foreign Currency, the sunset date for both sections 

i.e. 194LC and 194LD should be extended perpetually. 

This would incentivize the investors to invest for a 

longer period and build market for this segment and 

therefore would broaden the investor base. This will 

provide a much-needed boost to the Indian bond market 

which is yet to achieve its full potential. 

The rate of 5% for deduction of tax at source 

be extended perpetually to boost Indian debt 

market 
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Income from Other Sources 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

G.1 Applicability of section 56(2)(x) of the Act to 

slump sale transaction – Section 56(2)(x) of 

the Act 

 

 As per section 56(2)(x) of the Act where 

any person receives on or after 1 April 2017 

any property for no or inadequate 

consideration, the difference between the 

FMV and the consideration paid should be 

taxed in the hands of the said person.  

 The proviso to the said section specifically 

puts transfers on account of corporate 

reorganization pursuant amalgamation and 

demerger outside the ambit of the 

applicability of section 56(2)(x) of the Act.   

 However, there is no specific curve out 

provided for slump sale transaction.  

Further, consideration paid pursuant to a 

slump sale is net of liabilities and paying tax 

on fair value of asset on receipt basis 

without factoring the liabilities transferred 

would be unfair. 

No specific provision to exempt slump 

sale from application of section 56(2)(x) of 

the Act. 

It is recommended to specifically carve out 

slump sale from the provisions of section 

56(2)(x) of the Act in line with exemption 

provided for other forms of re-organization 

viz., amalgamation and demerger. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

G.2 Claim of interest expenditure against dividend 

income received during the year – Section 57 

of the Act 

Ambiguity in relation to claim of interest 

expenditure against dividend income 

received during the year. 

It is recommended that enabling provision be 

added for aggregating and carrying forward 

the interest expense incurred in the past 
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 DDT has been abolished and dividends 

shall be taxable in the hands of recipient 

shareholder at applicable rates.  

 The only deduction that has been allowed 

against dividend income is interest 

expense incurred in earning such income 

and such deduction for interest expense 

has been restricted to 20% of dividend 

income in that year. 

 Generally, it may not happen that year of 

incurring interest expense and year of 

receipt of dividend are same. 

 There is no clarification as to whether such 

claim for the interest expense would be 

limited to the extent of interest expense 

incurred in the current year or even interest 

paid for past years (which could not be 

claimed in the past years) could be 

aggregated and claimed against dividend 

income in current year, subject to 

maximum permissible limits. 

years (in relation to such investments on 

which dividend has been earned in later 

years) and allow the deduction to the extent 

of permissible caps in subsequent years. 

This could help in assessee’s being able to 

claim appropriate deduction of interest 

expenditure against the said dividend 

income. 

 

Others 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

H.1 Taxation of crypto currencies in India 

 

Currently there are no specific provisions in 

Indian tax laws dealing with taxability of 

cryptocurrency. Accordingly, there are 

various issues pertaining to whether the 

It is recommended that the government 

considers introducing a taxation regime 

for cryptocurrency and central bank 
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Cryptocurrencies being a new attraction in India, 

specific regulatory framework dealing with 

cryptocurrencies is still under deliberation. In India, 

cryptocurrency investments grew from 

approximately $923 million in April 2020 to a 

whopping $6.6 billion in May 2021. 

(https://www.indiatoday.in/business/story/decoded-

why-more-indians-are-investing-in 

cryptocurrencies-bitcoin-ether-dogecoin-1845122-

2021-08-25) 

 

In connection with the tax treatment of cyrpto 

currencies, the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD) on 12 October 

2020 published a report on “Taxing Virtual 

Currencies, An Overview of Tax Treatments and 

Emerging Tax Policy Issues”, with the participation 

of over 50 jurisdictions. As per the Report, key tax 

questions raised by crypto assets to be considered 

by governments may include:  

 How should the income created by crypto assets 

be treated for direct and indirect tax purposes?  

 If considered to be property, should the stock of 

crypto assets be included in countries’ net 

wealth taxes (where they exist) or other capital 

taxes? If so, how should they be valued?  

 How should VAT systems treat the creation, 

acquiring, holding and transfer of these assets?  

same needs to be disclosed and offered to 

tax by a taxpayer; and if yes, the method of 

computing the fair market value, costs, 

taxable income, reporting requirements, etc. 

for the same. 

digital currencies to cover aspects such 

as (illustrative list): 

 

 Classification of crypto currencies 

(as a capital asset or a financial 

instrument or a commodity); 

 Situations in which crypto 

currencies shall be taxable in India 

[for e.g. (a) derivative trading of 

crypto currencies, (b) investing in 

crypto currencies (held as an asset), 

(c) lending and borrowing of crypto 

currencies (akin to stock lending 

arrangement), etc.]; 

 The head of income under which 

cyrpto currencies should be taxed; 

 Expenses that can be claimed as an 

expenditure against income such 

[for e.g. brokerage expenditure]; 

 Rate at which it should be taxed; 

 Disclosure/ reporting requirements 

in the income-tax return 

 

https://www.indiatoday.in/business/story/decoded-why-more-indians-are-investing-in%20cryptocurrencies-bitcoin-ether-dogecoin-1845122-2021-08-25
https://www.indiatoday.in/business/story/decoded-why-more-indians-are-investing-in%20cryptocurrencies-bitcoin-ether-dogecoin-1845122-2021-08-25
https://www.indiatoday.in/business/story/decoded-why-more-indians-are-investing-in%20cryptocurrencies-bitcoin-ether-dogecoin-1845122-2021-08-25
https://www.indiatoday.in/business/story/decoded-why-more-indians-are-investing-in%20cryptocurrencies-bitcoin-ether-dogecoin-1845122-2021-08-25
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 What are the policy implications of the different 

tax treatments available? 

 How can governments effectively detect and 

address the risks of tax evasion and other 

financial crimes posed by crypto assets, 

including what are the existing legal frameworks 

and tools that tax administrations can use?  

 How to improve tax transparency, including what 

information tax administrations need to know 

about transactions for purposes of compliance 

and enforcement? In addition, the OECD is 

addressing the need for greater tax 

transparency in this area, in particular in light of 

the tax compliance risks posed by crypto assets. 

In this respect, the OECD is currently developing 

technical proposals in order to ensure an 

adequate and effective level of reporting and 

exchange of information with respect to crypto 

assets. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

H.2 Applicability of MAT on dividend income – 

Section 115JB of the Act 

 

Section 80M of the Act was re-introduced to 

allow deduction to a domestic company in 

respect of dividend received by it from any 

company to the extent of dividend declared / 

distributed to its shareholders, till one month 

Companies paying tax under the old 

regime (i.e. taxed @ 30% plus applicable 

surcharge and education cess), will be 

eligible for deduction under section 80M 

of the Act. However, dividend income will 

continue to be subjected to MAT. This 

results in cash flow issue in the hands of 

It is recommended that deduction under 

section 80M of the Act be allowed while 

computing book profits under section 115JB 

of the Act. 
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prior to the due date of filing return of income 

(Due Date). The same was re-introduced to 

remove the cascading effect of taxes on inter-

corporate dividend. 

the company and double taxation of the 

dividend. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

H.3 Deductibility of education cess – Section 37 of the 

Act 

 

 Section 40(a)(ii) of the Act provides that any sum 

paid on account of any rate or tax levied on the 

profits or gains of any business or profession or 

assessed at a proportion of, or otherwise on the 

basis of, any such profits or gains is not 

allowable as a deduction in computing the 

taxable income. 

 The Bombay and Rajasthan High Courts have 

ruled in favour of deductibility of such cess. 

Further, even some of the ITATs have upheld 

the above position.  

 Considering the ongoing litigation and the 

favourable rulings by Indian courts, it will be 

important to get clarity on the exact tax position 

to avoid further litigation. 

There has been significant litigation 

around the interpretation of section 

40(a)(ii) of the Act, i.e. whether 

“Education Cess on income-tax” can 

be said to fall within the ambit of the 

said section. 

It is recommended to notify provisions to 

provide clarity on tax treatment of education 

cess. 
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SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

H.4 Section 269ST and section 269T –Exclusion 

to NBFCs and Asset Reconstruction Company 

(ARCs) on loan repayments 

 

Section 269ST of the Act provides that no 

person shall receive an amount of INR 2 lakh 

or more for certain type of transactions 

otherwise than by banking channels. It 

provides exclusion to banking companies, 

post office savings bank, co-operative banks 

from applicability of this section. 

 

Further section 269T provides restriction for 

repayment of loans or deposits of more than 

INR 20,000 other than by banking channel. It 

also exempts repayment of loan taken from 

Banking companies, post office savings bank, 

co-operative banks from these provisions. 

Given the nature of business of NBFCs 

and ARCs, there are huge numbers of 

defaulters and the companies are 

required to make tremendous efforts to 

recover outstanding dues. Restricting the 

mode of recovery, may have huge impact 

on the recoveries and consequentially 

lead to increase in bad debts. 

It is recommended that NBFCs and ARCs 

also should also be excluded from the 

purview of the provision of section 269ST 

and 269T of the Act. 

 

This will provide boost to recoveries and 

consequently benefit this sector. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

H.5 Permanent account number, 

Aadhaar and tax deduction at 

source 

Section 139A(5E), was newly introduced for ease of 

compliance by providing inter-changeability of PAN 

with the Aadhaar number. 

 

However, there is no clarity if Form 60 is required to 

be obtained in absence of PAN if Aadhaar is 

available as there is no amendment in proviso to 

Amendment in Rule 114B. Substituting 

words PAN or Aadhaar and requirement of 

Form 60 to be deleted. This proposal is 

Revenue neutral as there will be no loss to 

the Revenue. Also, additional compliance by 

the banks will be reduced. 
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Rule 114B which requires declaration in Form 60 in 

absence of PAN. 

 

Although section 139A(5E) provides for inter-

changeability of PAN and Aadhaar, the same is not 

included in section 206AA.  Hence, in the absence 

of PAN, higher rate of tax deduction at source at 20% 

is applicable as per section 206AA. If Aadhaar is 

made available, higher TDS should not be made 

applicable 

The Board should provide for an amendment 

in section 206AA to provide relief from higher 

TDS rate even if Aadhaar is available instead 

of PAN, even though both are not linked. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

H.6 Applicability and scope of 

provisions relating to secondary 

adjustment 

 

The provision states that in case 

where a primary adjustment is 

made and the excess money 

(difference between price 

determined by way of primary 

adjustment and actual transaction 

price) is not repatriated and lying 

outside India, will be treated as an 

advance for whom the primary 

adjustment is made and interest on 

such advance shall be computed in 

the prescribed manner.  

 

The deeming fiction requiring attribution of interest 

on deemed interest will lead to extra-jurisdictional 

application in absence of any actual advance or 

interest thereon which may be due to multiple factors 

including commercial or regulatory considerations in 

offshore jurisdictions. 

It is recommended that this provision be 

deleted to mitigate potential litigation. 

 

It is also suggested that deeming fiction need 

not be applicable so long as tax on primary 

adjustment has been deposited by the 

Assessee as there is no loss to revenue. 
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Primary adjustment includes 

adjustment made by the tax officer 

and accepted by the Assessee. 

 

Litigation 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

I.1 Amendment to Section 144B of the Act 

 

The Assessment Orders passed by the NFAC 

during 2021, especially where substantial 

demands were raised, did not conform to the 

principles of natural justice. High Courts 

across the country have been flooded with 

Writ Petitions challenging such orders. In 

some instances, mistakes by the revenue, in 

not following principles of natural justice, have 

proven fatal with permanent loss of revenue to 

the Union. 

Section 144B of the Act mandates only 

issuance of Show Cause Notice and not 

sharing a copy of the draft order with all 

Assesses. It is observed that the Show 

Cause Notices issued by the NFAC do not 

contain the exact charge and basis of 

such charge for the proposed additions. It 

is well settled by various decisions of the 

Supreme Court and High Courts that 

Show Cause Notices should contain all 

allegations and basis of proposing 

addition to enable the Assessee to meet 

the department’s case. However, this 

principle is seldom adhered to. 

It is recommended that amendments  be 

made where, NFAC must mandatorily 

provide the draft assessment order along 

with the Show Cause Notice so that the 

Assessee has an opportunity to meet all 

allegations and basis of proposing addition 

by the department.  Also, NFAC should 

mandatorily give 3 weeks’ time post Show 

cause notice along with extension of further 

3 weeks if requested by the Assessee. 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

I.2 Introduction of negotiated settlement option in 

the income-tax legislation 

 

Income-tax regulations currently do not have 

specific provision that allow an option for an 

assessee to negotiate a settlement and needs 

Taxpayer / an assessee may wish to walk 

away from a tax controversy even if the 

outcome is expected to be favourable but, 

has to pursue the matter at higher courts 

to achieve the result. The taxpayer / 

assessee in such cases may want to have 

It is recommended to introduce tax 

settlement options with empowerment with 

jurisdictional commissioner. 
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to continue litigation to avoid penal 

consequences. Jurisdictional commissioners 

should be empowered to negotiate settlement 

with assessee. 

an option to negotiate a settlement with 

the jurisdictional authorities. Currently , 

this option is available only under one-

time tax settlement schemes that are 

open for a limited time ( such as Vivaad 

se Vishwas Scheme). 

 

SL No Area of concern Issues Recommendation 

I.3 Adjustment of refunds against 

demand stayed by the tax officer 

Companies that are subject to Income-tax scrutiny 

year on year often have several ongoing litigations 

across years. Companies deposit the specified 

demand under protest say 20% and rest of demand is 

stayed until disposal of appeal.  However, any refunds 

for a different year is automatically adjusted against 

pending demand even though the demand has been 

stayed. 

In several cases, litigations span over years and 

adjusting of demands against refunds adversely 

impacts the working capital requirements of the 

Company. 

 

Amend the provisions suitably to not adjust 

demands against pending refund when a 

formal stay has been granted.   
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Transfer Pricing 

SL. No Area of 

Challenge 

 

Issue Recommendations 

J.1 No 3CEB filing for 

taxpayers exempt 

from filing income-

tax return – 

Section 92E  

 Pursuant to amendment through the Finance Act, 

2020, a non- resident assessee is not required to 

file income tax return in India if it is assessable to 

tax in India for dividend, interest, royalty or fee for 

technical services, and the taxes have been 

appropriately withheld from such taxable income 

under the provisions of Chapter XVIIA of the 

Income Tax Act, 1961. 

 With the above exemption from filing obligation of 

the income tax return in India by the non-residents 

under section 115A, a question arises about the 

assessee’s obligation for filing Accountant’s 

Report in Form 3CEB under section 92E of the 

Act. 

 Section 92E has not been amended consequent 

to the above exemption under section 115A(5) of 

the Act. Non-reporting of international transaction 

in Form 3CEB attracts multiple penalties under 

sections 271BA, 271AA, 271G and 270A of the 

Act. 

 So, a situation arises where a non-resident need 

not file a tax return in India but would still need to 

file Form 3CEB to avoid any penalty for non-

reporting of the international transaction. 

Considering the above anomalous situation, it is 

recommended that section 92E be amended to provide 

exemption to non-resident assessees from filing Form 

3CEB where they are exempted under section 115A(5) 

from filing tax return in India. 
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J.2 Mechanism to fast 

track conclusion of 

Unilateral APAs 

covering less 

complex/standard 

transactions –

Section 92CC & 

92CD 

 APA programme has been an important dispute 

prevention mechanism and till March 2021, more 

than 1350 APA applications have been received. 

However, only 350 APA applications have been 

concluded till that date. Average time period taken 

by the Indian tax authorities for the concluding the 

unilateral APAs, as per the CBDT APA annual 

report 2019, is about 32.5 months 

 

 Delay in concluding the APAs creates uncertainty 

for the taxpayers and risk of litigation looms over 

them, impeding Ease of Doing Business. 

Taxpayers also bear the burden of interest on 

differential tax payment for past years, besides 

secondary adjustments. Suitable means to fast 

track unliteral APA conclusions need to be 

explored 

 Some countries have undertaken measures to speed 

up APA conclusion processes. For example, China’s 

State Taxation Administration (STA) recently 

introduced a fast-track unilateral APA processes and 

under that they aim to conclude the APAs within 6 

months from the date of filing the APA applications. This 

process is applicable only to small taxpayers, having 

annual related party transaction not exceeding CNY 40 

million, etc.  

 

 The Government can consider similar fast track 

mechanism for APA applications, covering international 

transactions such loans, corporate guarantee, intra 

group service charges etc. or for companies having 

cost-plus remuneration mechanism in the service 

companies involved in IT or ITeS business. These 

transactions/sectors have normally almost 

standardized APA resolutions.   

 

 The fast-track mechanism will declog the existing APA 

pipeline as IT/ITeS applications for unilateral APAs 

constitute an estimated 35% by numbers. Once the 

administration is relived of routine IT/ITeS cases, it can 

concentrate on the complex cases. This will reduce the 

time taken to conclude unilateral APAs significantly.   

J.3 Keeping regular 

assessment in 

abeyance till APA 

conclusions – 

Section 143 

 As per the CBDT APA Annual report 2019, the 

inventory of APA cases is building year after year, 

given only 15% of the APA applications get 

disposed of during the year, and the balance gets 

added to the inventory. For the rest, assessment 

 Assessment process can be suspended till the APA 

process for a reasonable period (say for 2 years or so) 

or till the APA has either been concluded or withdrawn, 

whichever is earlier. This will relive the taxpayer of large 
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and litigation proceedings continue till APA 

conclusions. For the taxpayer, two procedure 

tracks—APA process and the normal audit & 

litigation—run side-by-side. 

 

 After APA is concluded and arm’s length price 

specified, all appeals on the matter are required to 

be withdrawn. These create infructuous work 

process for the tax department, and many times 

without any revenue gain; large compliance work 

also ensue for the APA applicant, creating time 

and resources wastage for both the sides. 

compliance work and will make APA process more 

attractive. 

 Mature tax jurisdictions like Japan, the US, the UK keep 

the assessment proceeding on hold, till the conclusion 

or withdrawal of the APA. The Act could be aligned with 

these global practices. 

J.4 Adjustment for 

withholding tax on 

conclusion of APA 

– Section 92CD 

 

 Arm’s length price is determined in APAs for 

various international transactions. Some 

international transactions, such as intra-group 

royalty charges. fees for technical service, or any 

other intra group service charge, are subject to 

withholding tax in India. These taxes are withheld 

at the time of accrual in the books of accounts of 

the Indian taxpayer.  

 

 If the arm’s length price determined in the APA is 

lower than the actual service fee accrued to the 

taxpayer, the Indian taxpayer is required to claim 

lower deduction for such intra-group payments in 

the modified return for all the past covered years 

as well as for the rollback years.  This often results 

in excess withholding tax for the non-resident AE. 

There is no mechanism for the refund of 

withholding taxed to the non-resident taxpayers as 

they are not allowed to file a modified tax return 

 The government should consider rationalizing the APA 

scheme to allow modified tax return filing by the AEs so 

that they can claim return refund if there is an excess 

withholding tax by the Indian entity. 
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for the correlative reduction in the transaction 

value. Under the present provision, the non-

resident taxpayers are required to pray for relief 

and request refund of the excess taxes withheld 

by the Indian entity from the CBDT under section 

119 of the Act. 

 

 As explained above, getting refund of the excess 

withholding tax is very cumbersome.  Normal 

course of filing for refund through revision of tax 

return often gets hit by the limitation period for 

revising the tax return. Thus, excess withholding 

tax becomes an additional tax burden for the 

group due to lapse of limitation period. 

J.5 TP adjustment for 

tax holiday unit on 

cash repatriation 

under APA, MAP 

or under section 

92CE – Section 

92C(4) 

 Section 92C(4) prohibits tax exemption on the 

value of TP adjustments under sections 10A and 

10B or 10AA or Chapter VIA. Intent of the 

legislature, as per the CBDT Circular 14 of 2001, 

in inserting section 92C(4) was to restrict tax 

holiday benefit on TP adjustments as that would 

only result in tax adjustment without any 

consequent foreign currency inflow. 

 Later, secondary adjustment provisions were 

introduced from FY 2016-17 in the Act under 

section 92CE. These provisions provide for 

mandatory cash repatriation from the AE for any 

TP adjustment in the Indian entity, resulting in 

forex inflow.  

 Since the very reason for denying tax holiday 

benefits gets addressed through introduction of 

section 92CE, there is a requirement to revisit 

 The government may make suitable changes in section 

92C(4) to allow tax deduction / exemption holiday 

benefit to taxpayers in line with the legislative intent of 

2001 while introducing TP provisions. 
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Circular 14/2001 of the CBDT and remove the tax 

holiday benefit stipulation through an amendment 

in the Act. 

J.6 Sharing of 

compliance audit 

report with 

Assessee and 

Assessing officer 

 As per Rule 10P, the TPO carries out compliance 

audit of the APA agreement for each of the 

covered years.  The TPO is required to submit the 

compliance audit report to the Director General of 

Income-tax (International Taxation) or Competent 

authority of India for unilateral or 

bilateral/multilateral APA, as the case maybe.  

 

 Such report is not shared by TPO with the 

Assessee and is also generally not available with 

the Assessing Officer 

 

 The Assessing Officer does not have such internal 

report at the time of scrutiny of modified return and 

this leads to unnecessary scrutiny of details which 

is already done by the TPO   

 Copy of compliance audit report to be shared by TPO 

to Assessee as well as Assessing Officer so that when 

the modified return filed is scrutinized, the AO has an 

internal report from the TPO validating the amount of 

the additional income due to the APA terms 

 This compliance audit may be brought under e-

proceedings.  

J.7 Broadening of 

range for 

determining arm’s 

length price 

 As per Rule 10CA(4), an arm's length range 

beginning from the 35th percentile of the dataset 

and ending on the 65 percentile is considered  

 Inter-quartile range i.e. 25th percentile to 75th 

percentile is as a global practice. 

 35th to 65th percentile range is a narrow range 

and also creates disputes while resolving issues 

with other jurisdictions 

 Also, non-alignment with global practice poses 

challenges to MNEs in setting up their global TP 

policies  

 Rule 10CA be modified to provide to replace existing 

35th to 65th percentile range with the interquartile 

range i.e. from the 25th to 75th percentile, to be aligned 

with global practice as well as OECD TP guidelines 
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J.8 Increase in 

threshold for safe 

harbour rules 

 The CBDT had vide notification 46 of 2017 

reduced the upper threshold of the value of IT and 

ITES transactions (from INR 500 crores to INR 

200 crores) for eligibility of the safe harbour 

provisions 

 

 The reduction of the threshold may exclude a 

large number of IT/ITES companies wanting to 

maintain such higher mark-up in India to avoid 

litigation 

 

 Companies having transactions above this 

threshold are left with an option of APA only to 

avoid litigation in India. APA process involves 

cost, takes time and efforts which may not be 

feasible/possible for all taxpayers 

 

 In such a situation, MNEs may be disregarding 

India as their preferred location for setting up new 

IT/back office centres 

 Threshold be increased at least to the earlier limit of 

INR 500 crores 

J.9 Extending Vivaad 

se Vishwaas 

(VsV) scheme 

 VsV scheme 2020 has witnessed a success but 

primarily applies only to cases under protest as on 

Jan 31, 2020 

 

 The Companies especially with non-material tax 

demand are considering this scheme for their 

dispute settlement as the course of litigation 

involves more time and cost  

 Extend the VsV scheme to include demand under 

protest post Jan 31, 2020 
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J.10 Guidance to TPO 

for application of 

appropriate filters 

for determining 

ALP 

 The TPO applies its own filters for benchmarking 

and arrive at a significant high margin for 

determination of ALP 

 The TPO do not take into consideration the 

position taken in various ITAT rulings on 

quantitative and qualitative filters for selection of 

comparable companies, especially in IT/ITES 

services 

 Providing guidance to TP officers for application of 

appropriate filters on the basis of functional profile of 

comparable companies so as to arrive reasonable at 

reasonable arm’s length price as well to take into 

consideration the available judicial ratios on 

comparable companies specially for issues involving 

mark-up on IT/ITES 

J.11 Interest u/s 234B 

may not be levied 

in case APA is 

signed 

 Even in cases where APA is signed, interest under 

section 234B is levied for covered years where 

excess income and tax is required to be paid by 

taxpayer  

 In cases whereas a result of the APA, if there is tax 

payable, it should be clarified that interest under 

section 234B may not be levied. The APA process 

takes time for negotiation and resolution. It is 

recommended in such a scenario, interest u/s 234B 

may not be levied.   

 

 There is no time limit for completion of APA 

proceedings and generally it gets delayed due to 

pendency of cases and/or change in APA officers. This 

delay increases the burden of interest on taxpayers  

J.12 Reduction of 

penalty under 

Transfer Pricing  

 Multiple penalties are levied under TP such as: 

- Penalty of INR1,00,000 for failure to file Form 

3CEB (u/s 271BA); 

- Penalty of 2% of international transaction or 

SDT for failure of maintain TP documentation 

and failure to report such transaction or 

maintaining or furnishing inaccurate 

information (u/s 271AA); 

- Penalty of 2% of international transaction or 

SDT for failure to furnish TP documentation 

(u/s 271G)  

 Multiple penalties in TP compliance may be 

reconsidered and may be reduced 
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J.13 Timeline for 

completion of 

CIT(A) 

proceedings 

 No timeline has been prescribed for completion of 

proceedings by CIT(A) 

 It generally takes around 2-3 years or more for at 

this stage as there is no timeline prescribed in law 

for completion of proceedings 

 Taxpayers generally pay 20% or higher demand 

at this stage. Such long pendency increases 

working capital burden on taxpayers 

 Timeline for passing the order by CIT(A) may be 

introduced 
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Personal Taxation 

SL 

No 

Area of 

concern 
Issues Recommendation 

K.1 Revision in 

tax rates 

As per the current income-tax provisions, an individual 

(other than resident senior citizen) is required to pay taxes 

based on following slab rate:  

Annual Income 
New Tax 

Regime 

Historical Tax 

Regime 

Up to Rs.2.5 lakh NIL NIL 

Rs.2.5 lakh - Rs.5 lakh 5%* 5%* 

Rs.5 lakh - Rs.7.5 lakh 10% 20% 

Rs.7.5 lakh - Rs.10 

lakh 
15% 20% 

Rs.10 lakh - Rs.12.5 

lakh 
20% 30% 

Rs.12.5 lakh - Rs.15 

lakh 
25% 30% 

Above Rs.15 lakh 30% 30% 

 

Applicable Surcharge and educational cess will be levied on 

the above. 

Therefore, the highest slab rate (after including surcharge 

and cess) in India is currently at 42.744%. 

 

 The lowest tax rate for companies is 25%. Hence, to align the 

individual tax rates with the corporate tax rate it is advisable to 

lower the tax rate as under:   

 Reduce the highest tax rate of 30% to 25% and also 

increase the threshold limit for the highest tax rate from INR 

10 lakh to INR 20 lakh; 

 Revision of tax slab rates could be as under- 

 

Annual Income New Tax 

Regime 

Proposed 

under new 

Regime 

Up to Rs.2.5 lakh NIL NIL 

Rs.2.5 lakh - Rs.5 lakh 5%* 5%* 

Rs.5 lakh - Rs.7.5 lakh 10% 10% 

Rs.7.5 lakh - Rs.10 lakh 15% 15% 

Rs.10 lakh - Rs.12.5 lakh 20% 20% 

Rs.12.5 lakh - Rs.15 lakh 25% 20% 

Rs. 15 lakh – Rs 20 Lakh 30% 20% 

Above Rs. 20 lakhs 30% 25% 

 

Annual Income 
Historical 

Tax Regime 

Proposed New 

Tax Regime 

Up to Rs.2.5 lakh NIL NIL 

Rs.2.5 lakh - Rs.5 

lakh 
5%* 5%* 
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Rs.5 lakh - Rs.10 

lakh 
20% 20% 

Rs.10 lakh - Rs.20 

lakh 
30% 20% 

Above Rs.20 lakh 30% 25% 

 

* Subject to Rebate under Section 87A 

Applicable Surcharge and educational cess will be levied on the 

above. 

The proposed highest slab rate (including surcharge and cess) 

would be 35.62% 

K.2 Work from 

home: 

Introduction 

of additional 

deduction 

 Considering the current pandemic situation, people are 

working from home in most of instances. Further, more 

employers are encouraging the Work from Home” 

culture as it reduces transportation cost, travelling time 

and promotes work life balance. 

 

 However, employees would be incurring additional 

expenditure like internet charges, electricity charges, 

cost of furniture etc. Further, at various instances, it is 

observed that employers are reimbursing the above 

expenses which is incurred by the employees, subject 

to certain limits and conditions. There is no specific 

provision under the Act which provides specific 

deduction/exemption for the above expenditure. 

  

 Since the current provisions do not provide any specific 

deduction/exemption for expenditure incurred while 

working from home, the tax authorities may want to tax 

the same. 

 In developed countries like UK, wherein the Government has 

provided (GBP 6 per week i.e. GBP 312 for full year even if only 1 

day is work from home) flat rate of tax relief for additional household 

cost if one has to work from home. 

  

 Based on the above, it is recommended that additional standard 

deduction of INR 50,000 should be introduced for expenditure 

incurred while working from home. 

 

 Alternatively, the reimbursement of expenses by the employer 

should be exempt from tax, subject to certain limits. 
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K.3 Taxability of 

Employees 

stranded in 

India 

 

 Due to the pandemic, there are various individuals 

working outside India. These individuals came to India 

to meet family or any other personal purpose and were 

unable to go back to the country where they were 

employed. Therefore, they could be working from India 

for the overseas entity.  

 In this connection, CBDT has issued a notification for 

FY 2019-20, wherein certain days (during the period of 

lockdown i.e. 22 March 2020 to 31 March 2020) can be 

excluded while determining the residential status of 

individuals in India (subject to certain conditions / 

scenarios mentioned therein).   

 For FY 2020-2021, CBDT had come out with a circular 

providing certain clarifications. Key points mentioned in 

the said circular are stated as under: 

 CBDT was of the view that the individuals stranded in 

any country will not gain a residence position in the host 

country due to a temporary dislocation. Also, the 

individuals should be able to avoid double taxation as 

per the provisions of the Income Tax Act, 1961 read with 

treaties with the overseas countries. 

 However, if a particular taxpayer is facing double 

taxation due to forced stay in India, they would like to 

understand such possible situations by obtaining 

relevant information from the taxpayers in ‘Form NR’.  

 

Issue 

 The CBDT/ Income tax department has not provided 

feedback on the Form NR filed by the individuals for 

FY 2020-2021 where there could be double taxation.  

 It is recommended that the days where the individuals are stranded 

in India due to travel restriction should be excluded while 

determining the residential status and claiming treaty relief for FY 

2020-21 and FY 2021-22. 

 To avoid double taxation and litigation at lower authorities, it is 

recommended to provide specific provisions on taxability of salary 

paid to such individuals working from India for the overseas entity 

due to travel restriction. 
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Hence, there could be a possibility of double taxation 

during FY 2020-21 or 2021-2022 for employees 

stranded in India 

 For example 

 An employee working in Singapore is stranded in 

India and is now working from India for the 

Singapore entity. The employee is paid by 

Singapore entity. 

 Taxability in Singapore – Since the employee is 

working for the Singapore entity and paid in 

Singapore, the same is taxable in Singapore. 

 Taxability in India – 

 The above salary income is taxable in India. 

Further, tax credit is allowable in India only if 

taxes paid in Singapore are “in accordance 

with the provisions of the Convention” under 

India – Singapore DTAA. We understand that 

taxes are paid in Singapore as per the 

domestic laws and not as per the Convention. 

Therefore, foreign tax credit of taxes paid in 

Singapore cannot be claimed in India. 

 It can also be argued that the employee is 

working from India and therefore it is India 

sourced income and foreign tax credit is not 

allowed. 

 Due to the above reasons, there could be double 

taxation. 
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K.4 Grant of tax 

treaty 

benefit at 

withholding 

stage –

Section 192 

 

 Section 192 of the Act provides for tax deduction at 

source on taxable salary by the employer.  

 However, it does not explicitly provide claiming Double 

Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA) benefit while 

calculating tax at source (TDS) in case of individuals. 

 Typical benefits under DTAA would include the 

following- 

Article 15(1)/Article 16(1) of the DTAA – Exemption of 

salary paid in India for services rendered outside India 

under Dependent Personal services clauses in case of 

individuals who qualify as a Non-resident (‘NR’) of 

India 

 Article 23/ Article 24 of the DTAA - Foreign tax credit in 

case of individuals who qualify as Resident and 

Ordinarily resident (‘ROR’) of India. 

Issue 

 Since the current provisions do not provide for relief 

under DTAA at withholding stage, higher tax is 

deposited which is claimed as refund at the tax return 

stage. It also poses hardship such as cash flow and 

administrative challenges in follow up of refunds. 

Section 192 should be amended to expressly provide that while 

computing TDS at the time of payment of salary, benefit under DTAA 

should be provided for (such as Article 16(1) as per applicable DTAA 

and Article 23/24 as per DTAA). 

 

K.5 National 

Pension 

Scheme 

(NPS) – 

Section 

80CCD 

 

 Currently, at the contribution stage, deduction under 

section 80 CCD(2) is available to the extent of 14% of 

salary where contribution is made by Central 

Government and 10% of salary where contribution is 

made by any other employer 

 Further, the pension received from NPS by way of 

annuity is taxable. 

Issue 

 It is recommended that there should be parity in the deduction 

allowed between employees employed by Central Government and 

any other employer. Therefore, in case any other employer 

contributes to NPS, deduction to the extent of 14% of salary should 

be allowed. 

 To bring in parity and incentivize the employees to be a part of NPS, 

annuity received should not be taxable. 
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 There is no parity between deductions allowed for NPS 

in respect of CG employer and other employers 

 The above is not in parity with other pension schemes 

such as provident fund, which is under the EEE regime. 

The government has positioned NPS as an alternative 

to PF. 

 Therefore, it is seen that individuals are not very keen 

in contributing to NPS as the annuity received is 

taxable. 

K.6 Taxation of 

employees 

stock 

options – 

Section 

17(2)(vi) 

 

 Currently, stock options are subject to tax at the time 

of exercise of shares (excluding allotment of specified 

security by eligible start-ups), taxable value being 

excess of fair value of shares over the exercise price.  

 In case of mobile employees who qualify as NR or 

NOR who exercise stock options, only pro-rata 

value in respect of days spent in India during the 

period grant to vest is subject to tax in India based 

on judicial precedent (ACIT v. Robert Arthur Keltz 

, ITA No.3452/ Del/ 2011 dated 24 May 2013) . 

Issue 

 Since the Act does not specifically provide for pro-rata 

taxation in respect of mobile employees, it leads to 

litigation with lower level authorities. 

It is recommended that the Act should specifically provide for pro-rata 

taxation during the vesting period in respect of mobile employees who 

qualify as NR or NOR. 

 

K.7 Section 

71(3A) – 

Loss from 

House 

Property 

 

 Currently, Section 71 of the Act provides for set off of 

any loss arising under the head “Income from House 

Property” against any other head of income. 

 However, it restricts to set off the losses to the extent 

of Rs 2,00,000 against any other head of income and 

the unabsorbed loss can be carried forward up to 

subsequent 8 assessment years.  

It is suggested to allow the house property loss to be set off against 

any other head of income in the same year without any limit in case of 

rented property as it was earlier. Alternatively, the limit of Rs 2 lakhs 

may be raised to at least Rs 5 lakhs.  
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Issue 

Middle class people generally invest in property by obtaining 

loan from the banks. The initial amount of interest paid is 

always higher than the rental income earned against such 

property.  

K.8 Deduction 

in respect of 

interest on 

deposits in 

savings 

account –  

 

Section 80TTA  

Background with economic reasoning 

Section 80TTA was inserted by the Finance Act, 2012 to 

provide deduction of up to Rs.10,000 in the hands of 

individuals and HUFs in respect of interest on savings 

account with banks, post offices and co- operative societies 

carrying on business of banking.  

 

Issue 

It is unlikely that salaried individuals would keep their entire 

savings in a savings bank account, which earns a much 

lower rate of interest as compared to term deposits. They 

are likely to transfer some portion of their savings to term 

deposits in banks to earn comparatively better returns. 

Hence, it is suggested to include all types of deposit interest 

within the ambit of section 80TTA  

Interest on all types of bank deposits (e.g. FDRs) should be included 

within the scope of section 80TTA. Further, the limit should be 

increased from Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 40,000. 

 

K.9 Taxability of 

PF 

contribution 

under 

section 

17(2)(vii) 

 

 Budget 2020 provided that employer contribution to 

RPF, Superannuation and NPS exceeding INR 7.50 

Lakhs will be taxable in the year of contribution.  

 Section 17(2)(vii) is reproduced for your ready 

reference:  

9“(vii) the amount or the aggregate of amounts of 

any contribution made to the account of the assessee 

by the employer— 

(a) in a recognised provident fund; 

It is recommended that there should be specific provision in the Act 

providing exemption in respect of contributions/accretions which are 

already taxed under section 17(2)(vii) at the time of PF withdrawal. 
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(b) in the scheme referred to in sub-section (1) of 

section 80CCD; and 

(c) in an approved superannuation fund, 

to the extent it exceeds seven lakh and fifty 

thousand rupees in a previous year; 

 Section 17(3) provides for taxability of funds received 

from Provident fund if certain conditions are not 

complied with as mentioned in Fourth Schedule (i.e. 

not rendering continuous service of 5 years etc.) 

Issue 

 In case of contributions by employer in excess of limits 

specified, the excess contribution and the accretions 

thereon is taxable in the hands of employee. 

 The same PF balance when withdrawn would be 

subject to tax withholding if the conditions for 

exemption (for eg 5 years of continuous service) are 

not complied with and there is no specific exemption 

provided for excluding the income already taxed 

mentioned above.  Hence, there could be double 

taxation, at the withdrawal stage to the extent the 

contribution/accretion has already been taxed. 

K.10 Taxability of 

Interest on 

Employee 

PF 

contribution  

 

 Budget 2021 bought in taxability of interest accrued 

during the previous year on employee contributions 

exceeding INR 250,000. 

 

The provisions of section 10(12) of the Income-tax Act 

as amended by the Finance Act 2021 is reproduced 

below for ready reference: 

 

“(12) the accumulated balance due and becoming 

payable to an employee participating in a recognised 

 It is recommended that there should be specific provision in the Act 

providing clarity as to whether the interest on employee 

contribution exceeding INR 250,000 is taxable at accrual stage or 

at the PF withdrawal stage. In case it is taxable at the accrual 

stage, exemption should be provided in respect of accretion which 

is already taxed at the time of PF withdrawal. 

 It is recommended that it should be clarified that the PF trust has 

no obligation to withhold tax on such interest. Alternatively, it 
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provident fund, to the extent provided in rule 8 of Part A 

of the Fourth Schedule; 

 

Provided that the provisions of this clause shall not 

apply to the income by way of interest accrued during 

the previous year in the account of a person to the 

extent it relates to the amount or the aggregate of 

amounts of contribution made by that person 

exceeding two lakh and fifty thousand rupees in any 

previous year in that fund, on or after the 1st day of April, 

2021 and computed in such manner as may be 

prescribed: 

 

Recently the rules are prescribed for taxing employee 

contribution.  However, there is no clarity on whether it 

is taxable at withdrawal or accrual 

Issue 

 There is no clarity provided in the Act on whether the 

Interest on employee contribution in excess of INR 

2,50,000 is taxable at accrual stage or at the time of 

withdrawal.  

should be specifically mentioned when does the withholding 

obligation arise.   

 

K.11 Increase 

Section 80C 

limit 

 The limit for deduction under section 80C towards 

certain payments / investments is capped at INR 

150,000 

 

 Increase in 80C have  two-fold benefit wherein the individual 

taxpayers would be willing to save more and in turn will benefit from 

a lower tax outgo. 

 Therefore, it is recommended that the limit under section 80C 

should be increased to INR 2,50,000. 

K.12 Faceless 

Assessment 

proceedings 

 While the scheme has provision for an in-person 

hearing subject to necessary approvals, Taxpayers 

have been unsuccessful in obtaining personal (virtual) 

 In cases where tax adjustments are proposed by the tax officer as 

against the return of income filed, personal (virtual) hearing could 

be made mandatory to be offered to taxpayer. As an alternative, 
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hearing with the tax officer after introduction of e-

assessment proceedings 

 We note that there is a grievance facility within the e-

filing portal.  However, there is a need to set standard 

timelines for addressing the grievances.     

tax officers to provide reasons for not granting an opportunity for 

an in-person hearing. 

 Provide standard SLA for addressing taxpayer grievances.       

K.13 Carry 

forward of 

excess 

foreign tax 

credit 

The Income-tax Act, 1961 allows for credit of foreign taxes 

paid on overseas income. However, in case of 

loss/inadequate profits, no set off may be possible. In the 

current economic scenario of the global economy, business 

outlook has become extremely uncertain and results have 

become very volatile. 

It is recommended that assessee be permitted to carry forward such 

unutilized foreign tax credit (in USA such relief is granted vide section 

904(c) of Federal Tax Act) for adjustment in future years. If the same is 

allowed, the Form No. 67 should also be amended suitably.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


